toNES

^

Smith & Machinist,

MAIN·.
>Ol.'TH PARIS,
machinery, steam en
». turtr of genera!
>1,
and loo la,
machinery
work, -pool
drills made and
-rivt, taps, dies and
ami threshing ma-· urln„-, mowing
,·Γ.
HOÎai: kinds. presses, gun·, pi».
neatlv and promptly ro!vc!, traps, etc..
done to order.
s warn an ! water piping
■-,
■

»

Ι.ΗΓ.η·

»

Auctioneer,

Licensed

MAINS.

PARIS.
Terms Moderate.
»t rtl

Λ

PARKER,

I )(>8fch
at Law,
Attorneys and Counsellors
MAINS.
FALLS,
Ul'MKOKU
I>epartment.
Collection
la!
.■»!»··
A
Ralph T. Parker
Klsbee,
{j, r«·· !».
HICK,

L.

Surgeon Dent'·*"
-•l lll
\

Jones,

Ρ

ii

jy;

Dentist,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Hour»—!' to 18—1

>iii

•

MAINS.

PARIS,
warranted.

rM work

to 4.

A.M., M.D.,
-RATIO WOODBURY,

jj

Physician

A Burgeon,

MAINS.

v>l'TH PAR1$,
i"

»

r.

ρ

!

residence, 12 High Street.

siiTH,

Attorney at Law,
NORWAY,
H

MAINS
a specialty.

KltUll'K * PARK.

Jj

Attorneys at Law,

MAINE.

BETHEL,
m a. Herrlck-

\

.UN 3.

J

Collection s

Bloc*.

-m·

Ellery C. l'ark.

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,
MAINS.
Dl KK1 Kl.L),
LONG LEY,

>1

j

Plumbing1, Steam and Hot
Water Heating.
MAINE.

NORWAY,
RIGHT Λ WHEELER,

^I*

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Sol'TH PARIS. MAINE.

Jamc*

ν

Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

PROBATE SfOTICKS.
the Estate·
r-.n< Interested In either of
Τ
hereinafter named :
In and
Probate Court, held al Parts.
At
the third Tueeday of
fortr.» ( <· nty of Oxford,on
thousand
one
the vear of our Lord
Sot
The following matter
η ! ι. c ii .nir»··! and four.
ccn presented for the action thereupon
r u1· k·
< )κι>κκκι>
hert-i ifter Indicated. It Is hereby
InΤ it uotVe thereof be given to'all persons
this order to be
ter· -·· 1. i.y causing a copy of
in the Oxsuccessively
weeks
three
f
at South
?·>γ iH'in.x rat. a newspaper published
at a
Par!*. in .a! ! County, that they may ap|«ar the
on
I"η au Court to be held at Parle,
A. D. law. at a
Deeenber,
of
ty
k In the forenoon, and be heard there•>f t:
■

'? ii.i

•D

v

*ee

cause.

de>t»> Κ WALKER, late of Denmark,
wil! an·! petition for probate thereof
·.
l>. Eugeue Chaplin, the executor
t·
therein named.
Μι

χ

>.-<

iv-

ΗΛΚΚΙΕΤ W. ST \ RB1RD, Ute of Buckfletd,
λ
latl petition for probate thereof
therere
by Harry Dudley, the executor
turned

in

rteUIOKon FLETCHER, late of Buckfleld,
wli! and petition for probate thereof
Cfw
executrix
the
E.
Fletcher,
:t<
by Laura
therein Dame·!.
A
If Dsns Τl'RSΕR. ward, of Hebron; first
L.
ut preseuted for allowance by Walter
,t.
Cray, icuarllan.
SIDNEY T. RROWS', late o' Denmark, deiea-ed; ptltlon for alio«acce >ut of personal
e-tatc ι rt·-ented by Augusta C. Brown, widow.
KK\VK GILPATR1CK, late of Htram, deκ·»«·
i^-iltlon for allowance out of iiersonal
estât*- presented by Hannah J. Gllpatrlck,
widow.
-·

■■

H ARLES T. BRADEES, lato of Suraner.de»->e«t. (letltlon for an allowance out of personal
real
«•elite and fur license to sell and convey
totale presented by Ella G. Bradeen, widow
an t administratrix.

DEBoRWi B. FOTE, Ute of Hartford, de·
first account presented for allowance by
William Foye, administrator.
AKPHIA Μ. Ε DC ECO Μ Β. late of Porter, deflnl and tlnal account presented for al;' waiice by PelegT. Wads worth, administrator.
■·

Luis M HOWARD, !ate of Brownfleld, dea-cd, final acco'int presented for allowance by
•lohn H. Gibson, George H. Gibson and Francis
A. Fox, executors.
GEORGE L. MELLEN, late of Parts, de<
I, petition for order to distribute balance
retraining In his hands presented by James S.
W rtgtit, executor.
■

■>' ΉΝ P. DENSES, late of Oxford, deceased;
petition for the apt ointment of W. W. Dennen
trustee presented by W. W Dennen, executor.
.!«MIN KING, late of Sorway, deceased; petl»'
fur an allowance out of |x*rsonal estate presente
by Sarah S. King, widow.
ADDISON E. HERKICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

as

—

MOO.
The subscrll>er hereby give·* notice that he
ha« een duly appointed administrator of the
estate of

ESTHER A. LA Κ A MP, late of Dix field.
In the County of Oxford, decease" I, and given
bunds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are

desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment

Immediately.
,'th, 1'ΛΗ.

JOHN S. HARLOW.

Nov.

NOTICE.

gives notice that he
executor of the last

The subscriber hereby
ha* («en duly appointed
will and testament of
Κ V Κ RETT SEWM AS. late of Dix field.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settlesame
the
are desire·! to present
ment. and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make pnaMl Immediately
JOHN S. HARLOW.
Sov 13th, lam.
NOTICE.

The subscriber h-reby gives notice that he
administrator with the
has been duly
will annexed of the estate of
DxSIKI. K1SBEE, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bon is as the law directs.
demands agaln-t the estate of said deceased are
desire·! to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ANSEL G. STAPLES.
Nov. 15th, 1SD4.

appointe·!

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

In the matter of
BIOS M. GREELY,

)
5 In BaiOruptCf

Bankrupt. )

To the Hum. Clakksck Hai.k. Judge of the District Court of the United State· for the District
of Maine
M. GREELY, of Parla, In the County
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents that on
the Aith day of I>ecember, last past, be was duly
adjudge·! bankrupt under the Acta of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his pro|«rty and right* of property,
and ha- fully compiled with all the requirement»
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
W he re fore he prays. That he may be decreed
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against hie estate under said
as are exbankruptcy Acts, except such debt·
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 19th day of October, A. D. 1904.
BIOS' M. GREELY, Bankrupt.

BIOS

ORDER OP NOTICE

THEREON.

District or Malax, se.
on this jeth lay of Nov.. A. D. 1904, on reading the foregoing petition. It I·
ordered by the Court, That a bearing be bad
▲. D.
upon the tame on the 16th day of Dec·,
l ot. before said Court at Portland, In «aid Disnothat
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and
tl· e thereof be published In the Oxford Demoand
crat, a newspaper printed la «aid District,
that all known creditors, and other persons in
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If aay they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor· copie· of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their place· of residence a»
stated.
witoeM the Hon. Clxukcb Hals, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the *th day of Nov·· A. D.
WH.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. ·.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
E. HEWEY. Clerk.
Atteet:
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WORKING

HOB8E8 ON A

CONSTANT CALLING.

depend largely on my voice
working horses on the farm. In
ploughing, for 'examplè, I wonid start
my team, or try to, by telling them to
"Get up! "Get up!" I would stop them
Farm Thanksgiving.
"Whoa!" two or three times.
The old suggestion that it is well to by yelling
At the corner I would supplement the
look over the bill of fare before saying
line by repeated "Haws!"
on
the
pulling
grace, if followed, will only add to the
I used to

in

"Gere!" Finally, I came to realize
that so much speaking was^of no advantage, and I tried to reduc^Pthe number
of my words. But I had become so
accustomed to using them incessantly
sonable platitudes. Our farming poputhat I found that if I spoke to my horsee
lation have always abundant ground for
at all I .would still speak to them too
thanksgiving, and it requires no official frequently.
proclamation to remind them that their
So one spring—it was after I had dislines are cast in pleasant places. As continued
regular work in the fields,
a
where
citizens of
agricultural leaving it for younger hands—my son
country
noblest
as
ttie
is
occupation
regarded
being away for a time, I undertook to
vocation of man, and of an age in which hold the
plough again. Knowing that
convenience
and
social
mechanical
every
under the most favorable circumstances
of civilization is within rea<„-h of the I should not
get a great deal of ploughrural dweller, the American farmer recing done in a day, I resolved to make an
ognizee that he is blessed above his fel- experiment—I would use no words.
low worker of any other land or age.
When I was ready I started my team by
Aside from his permanent reason for a certain twist of the lines which
they
this
thankfulness, he has
year especial eeemed to understand at once. I stopgrounds for gratitude, for the earth has ped them by a gentle pull. I turned
yielded to him in fatness, and hie labor them altogether with the lines. From
is rewarded many fold. In spite of a
morning till night, day after day, not a
marked
season
by contradictory ex- word passed between us. Ând they
has
not
nature
which
in
a
tremes.
year
started more promptly, etopped more
been especially kind iu her meteorologipromptly, turned more satisfactorily,
cal
moods, by intelligent labor and walked more steadily than my horses
of cpportunity
utilization
scientific
had ever before done. In every respect
more than average crop results have
the ploughing was more satisfactory
been secured. In many respects the than
my ploughing had been, even when
showing at harvest bears strong testi- I was much stronger than I was then.
mony to the advancement in agriculThis was some years ago, and I had
:urai skill and knowledge which has hardly touched a plough handle since
it
marked the past few years, because
then until a few days ago. One day at
emphasizes the possibility of wringing noon my son said to me that if I would
be
nature
success even though
niggard- plough a round or two he would go for
ly inclined.
the mail in my place. Now, he is noisy,
valuable
most
the
Grass,
crop in all as I used to be, but the horses, which
as
when
its
importance
tgriculture
he had been "bossing" with his voice,
pasturage as well as forage is considered, eeemed to know just what was expected
In the
las given au abundant yield.
of them, though no word was spoken.
>hape of hay the government bureau They walked steadily along, turned
ihows an average yield of 1.52 tone per
promptly at the corners, and behaved in
tore, against a ten-year average of 1.35 all
respects as plough horsee should be;ons, making a larger crop than in re- have.
as
cent years, and so evenly distributed
I suppose that if one has a gentle
insure an ample fo-age supply in voice and can use words
:o
sparingly it may
matter
of
pastur- be well to speak to one's horsee occa(very eect:on. In the
was
equally satisfactory, sionally, but if he cannot speak without
ige the season
here being abundant grass from early
yelling, or if one word calls for another,
late
until
fall,
sending all classes and another, and another, I think he
ipring
>f farm stock into winter quarters in ex- would better
altogether hold bis peace.
rellent physical condition.
—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
Co~n, the greatest of arable crops,
vith an acreage equal to the total land
Heavy Cattle Not Best.
iurface of European principalities, after
Nothing is better settled in stock husseason of doubt, makes 4 crop the
;econd largest ever grown, and of a bandry than that the large, heavy-weight
luality rarely equaled. The season was animals of any kind are not the most
This
:ool and backward, and the final crop profitable to raise and feed.
esult was long in doubt, but absence of especially applies to cattle bred, raised
tilling froat over practically the whole and fed expressly for beef. There is a
ommercial belt until the last week of wide difference in the capacity for gain
October, permitted the ripening up of between animals of differing proporThere is also a distinction in the
tven the latest planting, and the tioal re- tions.
mit «vas an average yield of 26.S bushels demands of the market along the same
In the first place a well bred ani>er acre against a ten-year average of line.
*
mal responds most generously to the
S-4.2 bushels.
The only serious crop shortage of the feed, care and attention bestowed.
of
rear developed in wheat, aud was the Then, further, the general makeup
nevitable result of a cumulative series the animal has an important bearing in
>f unfavorable conditions extending the same direction. Add to these the
!rom the beginning of fall plowing to fact that the market, the ultimate obhe end of threshing. Drouth, severe ject and end of the stockman's efforts,
«inter conditions, excessive spring and is exacting as to the quality of its highto pay for
wirly summer rainfall, blight, rust and est preferences, and is ready
their
nsect enemies combined to shorten the animals in proportion as they meet
such a com- demands, and the greater profit to the
>rop. In spite, however, of
bination as was perhaps never before grower of animals meeling these requireAmerican farmer'8 enjoy meut of the
Thanksgiving season this year. Thanksgiving, baaed upon an actual inventory
of results, is more satisfactory than sea-

♦!««

faillira

vaa

1m£K AfMlfcP

han was feared, and it is n«»w apparent
:hat we have sufficient for all domestic
(va-its, and some grain to i>pare, if the
world is willing to pay ths handsome
price now ruling. Careful estimates
make our export surplus at least
100,000,000 bushels, which, at ruling
values, would give a larger national inother
:ome than has been received in
volume of
years from a much larger

shipment.

or

ments at once

Weight
»-

was
«.

appears.
once a merit.
«»:

>

Now
Tk«

qual-

kink.

quality is found in the medium
weight, plump build, meaty animal,
and still carrying the calf fat to be built
upon and increased in weight bo long as

est

WlSit.
{Se

re&cco,

pounds

himself up.

A few pails of water always should
one
be kept handy in case of fire, as
is worth a
gallon of water at the start ten minbarrel after the fire has had
utes' headway.—New Er gland Farmer.
To take out an old handle of an axe,
to
drive the edge down into the ground
can
the hilt. Build a fire over it and you
the
bum out the wood without injuring
It can also
temper of the cutting part.
if the
be burned out in the kitchen stove,
of the
edge of the axe is kept outside
tightly around
fir·, and a wet rag
it and kept moist all the time by ire
pouring on a little water.

wrapped

quently

AU chunks, sticks, pieces of rails and
fact every
posts, worthless lumber, in
ι >
thing, which will burr, should find
the

wood-pile.

These

way

to

both

annoying and unsightly

thingi ι

will not only be useful here, hut the]
>
will also be out of the way, and they an
when scat

tered about. Brush too small for fne
if you an
may b· used to stop gullies,
unfortunate u to have them;
It is b«*t to pile and bum it

so

if not

Κ|·ν "Aji^C*.· ν·ν! ■"£· '.\ί·:ν.··.··'·,.,.··4!·'ν '.νϊΛν· ·.·■&. ·ΰ· ;\ί·'.Λ'ν·». ·ΰ· ".V^îuV ·.··».

•i"i\^ji»V_*l·^·

I The Heart's §
■J Highway «&£$

and—and—I know not where be the
others. For God's sake, lad, save her!"
Then Sir Humphrey, with such a
look at me as I never forgot, but have
always loved him for. with no more
ado turned upon Mary Cavendish and
enrgh't he:, pinioning both arms, and
lifted lier r.s if she h:.d been un infant,
and Catherine would have gone to her
rescue, but I eautht at her hand, which
wi'R still at work on my baudage.
•Go you with them and show the
1 wh'^ioi'od. She set
way to tl.iî
her mouth hard and lo:>ked at me. "I

«££&&

(*$&

Copyrijkt I MO. by BOUBLCDAY. PACE « CO.
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As for (bo other

[ooirrLToxs.]
CHAPTER XVIII.

HAVE seen the same effect
when a stone was thrown
Into a boil of river rapide9S» an enhancement and marvelous entanglement of swiftness and fury
and spread of broken circles which
confused the sight at the time and the

ivill not leave thee." she said.
"If vo'ti po, not. then they will be
lost!" I «lieJ out in desperation. For
Mary was shrieking that she would not
did
fo. :.n:l 1 kv.e-.v that Humphrey
mt know tlie way and could not And
it and launch the boat in time with
that strug; ling maid to encumber him,
Tor already the door trembled as if to

fall.
"I tell you they will not harm η
wounded man." I cried. "If you leave
me, I am in no more worse case than
now, and if you remain, think of your
sister. You know what she hath done
to abet the rebellion. 'Twill all come

I felt a stinging pain
110 more.
in my right shoulder, and then for u
minute my senses left me. But it-was
only for a moment.
out if she be found here. Oh, CatherWhen I came to myself I was lying
ine. if you love her, I pray thee, go."
bound, with a soldier standing guard
Then Catherine Cavendish did someover me, though there was small need
thing which I did not understand at
of it, and they were mining battering
the time and perhaps never understood
blows upon the door of Laurel Creek.
rightly. Close over me she bent, and
idea
the
conceived
had
Somehow they
her soft hair fell over my face and
linof
great
that there was something
hiding them, and she kissed me
here,
I>ort therein by my uiad and desperate
forehead, and she said low, but
defense. I know not what they thought, §i my
"Whatever thou hast
but gradually all the militia were cen- quite clearly,
done in the past, my scorn henceforth
tered at that point, striving to force
shall be for the deed, not for thee, for
the door. As for the shutters, they were
thou art a man."
easier
no
offered
and
heavily barred
Then to her feet she sprang and
entrance. Indeed, the whole house had
of Mary's struggling right
been strengthened for defense against caught bold
It might aS well have
the Indians before the Bacon uprising arm. though
a vise as in Sir Humphrey
and \vas near as strong as a fort. It struggled in
but mighty grasp.
would have been well had we all en- Hyde's reluctant
we could
"Mary," she said, "listen to me. 'Tie
tered and defended
to save him, to leave
tot have held out for long, through not the best way
him."
oelng provisioned.
Then Mary rolled her piteous blue
At last Captain Jaynes and the other
Sir Humphrey's shoulgentlemen began to conceive the situa- eyes at her over
of hair.
tion, and I caught sight of them forc- der from lier ««Id tangle
"I tell
mean you7" she cried.
What
shouted
and
me
toward
their
way
ing
will never leave
I
I
Catherine,
for
bad
a
voice,
with
you.
to them
failing
lost much blood, to come nearer and him!"
"If we remain we shall all be in cusassist me to hold the door. Then I saw
in her clear
Captain Jaynes sink in his saddle, ahd tody," replied Catherine
voice, though her face was white as if
Harry beseeches Sir Humphrey
she were dend, "and our estates may
to «&.V* Mary
be forfeit»h1, and we have no power
to help him. And he must be taken
in the end in any case. And if we be

could

No more than seven gentlemen
tion.
of us there were to make a stand, and
not more than some twenty-five of the
rabble to be depended upon.
As for me. the priuclpal thought in
my mind when the militia burst upon
us was the safety of Mary Cavendish.
Straight to the door of the great house

rushed, and Sir Humphrey Hyde

As for the other gentlethere
men, they were fighting here and

was

tbey were

done so. since there were but seven
gentlemen of us in all, and some by this
time wounded, and one dead.
I knelt there npon the ground before
the door, slashing out as best I could
*ith «»ne hand, and they closed fastet
and thicker upon me, and at last I

memory afterward.
It was but a small bo<Jy of horse and
foot which charged us whilst we were
cuttiug the tobacco on the plantation
of Laurel Creek, but it needed not a
large one to put to rout a company so
overbalanced by enthusiasm and cider
and that marvelous greed of destruc-

1

gentlemen,

fighting us Lost they could, and all the
time striving vainly to gather the mob
Into a tlrui body of resistance. None of
theui saw the plight I was in, nor indeed could huve helped me had they

with me.

they conld. Captain Jaynes making
efforts to keep the main body of the
defenders at his back, but with little
avail. I stood against the door of the
as

bouse, resolved upon but one coursethat my dead body should be the
threshold over which they creased to
Mary Cavendish. It was but a pitiful
resolve, for what could I do single
handed, except for the boy Humphrey
Hyde, against so many? Hut it was
all, and a man can but give his all.
I knew if the militia were to find
Mary and Catherine Cavendish in that
house grave harm might come to them,
if indeed it came not already without
So I stood back against the
that.
door, which I had previously tried and

lt^thougb

found fast, and Sir Humphrey
Then came a hush for a
with me.
moment whilst the magistrate, with
faptaln Waller and others sitting on
their horses around him, read the riot
act and bade ue all disperse and repair
to our homes, and, verily, I wonder if
was

free we can save him."
"1 will not go without him!" cried
Mary. "Set me down, Humphrey, and
take up Harry, and I will help thee
Humcarry him. Do as I tell thee,

there hath been In all the history
a farce and mummery
as that same riot act. and if ever it
,u,i' read with inncn effect when a rlo

ever

of

England such

were

well under way.

man

to

phrey."

"Harry will be taken in any case,"

gave the worthy
Dtiixh, and indeed his voice
trembled as if he had the ague, and
lie seemed shrinking for shelter under
his big wig, but they drowned out hie
last words with hisses. Then there was
a wild rush of the rabble and a cry
of "Down with the tobacco!" and "A

;>carcely tline they

replied Catherine, "and if you take
him you will be arrested with him,
and then we can do nothing for him.
I tell thee, sweet, the only way to save
him is to leave him."
Then Mary gave one look at me.
"Harry, is this the truth they tell
me?" she cried.
"As God is my witness, dear child,"
Then she twisted her white
1

I Caught α glimpse of a mighty retreat vf plunging haunches of l'arson
Downs' horse, and indeed the gist of
the blame for it all was afterward put

u|M)ti the parson's great flery horse,
which it was claimed had run avuiy
with him first into the light, then away
from it, such foolish reasons do men
tove to give for the lapses of the clergy.
However, to do the parson justice,

Bacon, a Bacon!" Then the militia
charged, and there were the flashes of
swords and partisans and the thunder

«...

.11.1

<1,. until I,n

ail M-

llio illlV

replied.

face around toward Sir
■

W LIU

W!I8

it is sold these absolutely necessary elements of fertility are lost to the farm

andmnst

sooner

or

later be replaced,

and at present prices at a cost of about
96. A ton of wheat takes from the
soil 47 pounds of nitrogen, eleven
pounds of potash and 6-10 of a pound of
phosphoric acid, worth about 17.50. A
ton of apples takes from the soil 1 2-10
pounds of nitrogen, 1 6-10 pounds of
potash and 6-10 of a pound of phosphoric acid. The total value of these
amounts to less than 30 cents, and
this represents absolutely all the loss
to the soil of the farm. About 3 1-2
pounds of every ton of apples sold off
the farm comes from the soil. The remainder is sunshine and water.
Corn may be fed on the farm and
turned into pork, beef or mutton, and
about 85 per cent of the fertilizing βίοmente turned back to the soil. Wheat
'usually is sold and U is an exhaustive
crop on a farm, as the worn out wheat
sections of the country show.—New
England Farmer.

I

Do not talk an hour to a busy man;
Urn· is worth mora than talk.

of firearms.

come

in hither.

was

toward me with a hoarse shout,
and then he fell, though not severely
wounded, and then the soldiers pressed
closer. And then I felt again the door
it
yield at my back, and before I knew
inside, and. In spite of
was

Mary,

and quicker than α flash I had my
I turned upon Sir
mind made up.
Humphrey and thrust him in before
he knew it through the opening of the
door and called out to him to bar and
bolt as best he could inside while I held
He, whether he would or
the door.

Î

dragged

was
the pressure of the mob, the door
swittness bj
incredible
with
to
pushed
great strength and

Humphrey Hyde's

Harry

with

i

I

I

wounds

the·
"Harry," he said, "I can carry
In
to the boat, and we can all escape

that way."
"Yea," I replied, "but If 1 escape
through them 'twill serve to convict
I cannot
them, and—and—besides, lad,
of my
be moved, for the bleeding
wounds, such a long way; and, besides,

I
It Is at the best arrest for me, since
and
have been seen by the whole posse
aller.
Captain
shot down
have
back
Whither could 1 tty, pray? Not
cueto England. Mo they will take In
will not
tody In any case, and they
life 1»
shoot a wounded captive. My
safe for the thue belug. Humphrey"—
over
With that 1 beckoned him to lean
his ear close.
me, which he did, putting
her
"Seize Mary by force and bear
"down cellar
away, lad," 1 whispered;
the·
to the boat Catherine will show

was one
my arm, and others came. It
against a multitude, for the rabble, aftei
bitting wild blows as often at theh
friends as at their enemies, had broken
aud fled, except those who were taken the way."
until i
"I cannot. Harry," he whispered
prisoners. But the women stayed
In the
the last and fought like wildcats, witt back, and as I live the tears were
thee,
the exception of Madam Tabltha Story boy's eyes. "I canuot leave
who qutetly got upon her old horse and Harry."
"You must. TJhere Is no other way
ambled away, and cut down her own
tobacco until daybreak, pressing bei If you would «ave her," I whispered
back. "And what good can you do by
slave· into service.
·

V

L.

l:e laughed, and bending still
lower, wlii«pored: "Have no fear as to
Convict or
that. Master Wingfleld.
not. you are a brave man. and tbat
which you perchance gnve your life t·
bide shall be hidden for all Robert
Hut

Waller."
So saying he gave the order to carry

Bie forth with as little jolting as might
be and stationed himself at my side
lest I come to barm from some overton lou s soldier.
The grouuds of Laurel Creek and the
tobacco fields were a most lamentable
sight, though I seemed to see everyHere and
thing as through a mist.
there one lay sprawled with limb·
curled like a dead eplder or else flung
out at a stiff length of agony. And
Captain Noel Jaynes lay dead witb a

Captain Noel Jiynei l«y

dead

better look on his gaunt old fac· in
death than in life.
-Iu t.'Uth Captain Noel Jaynes might

almost have beeu taken for a good man
And the outlaw
as he lay there dead.
who lived next door to Margery Key
was doubled up where he fell iu a
sulky heap of death, and by his side
Wept his shrewish wife, shrilly lamenting as if she were scolding rather thau
grieving, and I trow in the midst of It
all the thought passed through my
mind that it was well for that man
that hè was past hearing, for it seemed
as if she took him to task for having

died.
Of Dick Barry was 110 sign to be seen,
but Nick lay not dead, but dead druuk,
and over him was crouched one of
those black women with a knife in
her hand, and no one molested her,
thinking fcim dead, and she was wounded herself, with the blood trickling
from her head, uu^l>le to carry him
from the field as she had brought bim.

CHAPTER XIX.
HEN I came to a consciousness
of myself again, the first
thing of which I laid hold
with my mind as a means
whereby to pull my recollections back
to my former cognizance of matters
was a broad shaft of sunlight streaming in through the west window of the

prison in Jiyuestown. And all this suubeam was horribly barred like the
body of a wasp by the lrou grating at
the window, and had a fierce sting of
boot in it. for it was warm, though only
May, and I was in a high fever by

of my wounds.
For some little time I did not think
of Mary Cavendish, so hedged about
was I as to my freedom of thought and
love by my physical ills, for verily after
a man has been out of consciousness
with a wound It is his body which first
struggles back to existence, and his
heart and soul have to follow as they
reason

may.
So I lay there knowing naught except the weary pain of my wounds,
and that seuse of stiffness which forbade me to move, aud the fretful heat
of that fierce west sunbeam and a
buzzing swarm of files, for some little
Ua^ama *Ι»λ

<1
__

heed of the tierce faces which bent over
me. yet the hands extended toward my
And 1
were tender enougn.
Robert Walsaw us in a dream Captain
ler, with his arm tied up, und wonderI
ed dimly if we were both dead, for
verily believed that I had killed him.
I heard him say, and his voice

leave me and save them."
cried
"They can do as they choose,1
to Sir HumMary. Then she turned
and she will
phrey. "Take Catherine,
cieek,
show you the way out by the
here."
she said. "As for me, I remain
Catherine bent over me and tightened
Sir
a bandage, but she did not speak.
looked at me palely and

Λ

ll'Îtll

u rose

doubtfully.

steel from its fastenings.
I thrust out here and there, and I
trow my steel drew blood, and I supfor presently I
pose my own flowed,
ol
was kneeling in a widening circle
I cut those forcing hands from
red.

Humphrey's,

ΑΗΙιία
u.

Sir Humlast wring
phrey gave my hand
me.
and said that he would stand by
Then they fled, and as I lay there alone
I heard their footsteps on the cellar
boat
stairs and presently the dip of the
heard it
as she was launched, and
above all the diu outside, so keen were
her.
my ears lor aught that concerned
Then that sound aim an otners grew
and
dim, for 1 was near swooning,
when the door fell with a mighty crash
fall of
near me it might have been the
leaf on velvet, and 1 had small

Humphrey

sink under me, and I knew that I was
hit Then down on my knees I sank
and put one arm through the great
latch of the door, and thrust out with
stout
my knife with the free hand, and
arms were at my shoulders striving to
well
drag me away, but they might as
for a time have tried to drag a bar of

U

uv·

one

and—I tell thee, lad,
right leg Imprisonment,

pistols leveled

i..»

Humphrey and Catherine.
"I am ready," said she, and

!

Then I felt my own

_!„!
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for death, and nothing shall ever come
even
forever between thee and me, not
all
thine own self, nor the grave, nor
the wideuess of life."
Then she- rose and turned to Sir

the bolt shot.
There I lay on the floor of the hall
not, was in the house and. seeing some
with
well
our
nigh spent, and Mary Cavendish
soldiers
riding
wuy.
of the
hands, bandaging mj
Captain Waller at tlieir head, was was chafing my
some linen got I knew
forced to clap to the door and shoot the wounds with
and Catherine was there,
bolts, but as he did so 1 heard a wom- not whence,
and all the time the great battering
an's shrill cry of agony ring out.
door were kept up, and
I stood there, and Captain Waller blows upon the
window shutters, and the
rode up with his soldiers and, Hashing also on the
shake.
his sword before my face like η streak dot>r began to
There
Then 1 remembered something.
of lire, bade me surrender iu the name
a creek which
house
the
But
behind
was
aside.
stand
of his majesty and
but often, as
I stood still with my two pistols leveled was dry In midsummer,
swollen with rains,
and had him full within range. Captain now, in springtime,
and force to
Waller was a young man and a brave and of sufficient depth
boat. And when it was possible
one. and never to my dying duy shall lloat a
the custom to send stores
I forget that face which I had the pow- it had been
for
lading on shipboard to
into
looked
tobacco
He
of
death.
with
er to still
short cut of the creek,
this
his
bv
and
two
England
pistols,
the muzzles of my
Itself into the river
and he shout- which discharged
rosy color never wavered,
there was for that purpose
and
below,
to
ed out again to me his command
and also a
a great boat in the cellar,
surrender and stand aside in the name
little
lauding.
a
and
door
of the king, and I stood still and made
to
I, remembering this, whispered
I knew that I could take
no reply.
with all the strength
Cavendish
Mary
unarmed
two lives aud then struggle
which I could muster.
for perhaps a moment's space and that
"For God's sake," I cried, "go you to
nil qhe time saved might be precious
cellar—the boat-the creek!"
the
for those in the house. At all events, It
But Mary looked at me, and I can
was all that I could do for Mary Cavsee her face now.
endish.
! "Think you 1 did not know of that
his
watched
and
I held my pistols
"And you think I
all action, i way?" she said.
eyes, knowing well that
here to die? No. let
leave
would
you
through having its source In the brain
them come In and do their worst.
of man, gives first evidence in the
I Then I turned to Sir Humphrey Hyde.
came when I saw
time
the
Then
eyes.
"if you
"For Clod's sake, lad," I cried,
his impulse to charge start in his eyes,
aud
love her, save her! Only a moment
flred
I
Then
fell.
he
and
and I tired,
Hear the door
will be in here.
they
was
for
everything
again, but wildly,
and
tremble, and then 'twill be arrest
in motion, and I know not whom I hit,
If any one.

1

In a whisper which was of that strange
to
quality that it seemed to be unable
be heard by any in the whole world
it was* clear
save us two, though
tellenough, "I leave thee because thou
to
eet me that this is the only wuy
life and
save thee, but I am thine for

push

We can hold the house

against an army."
My heart leapt, for it

J

BlUlUJ

look himself as If he were dying.
"Let me loose, Humphrey," she said,
"let me loose. Then I swear I will go
with you and Catherine."
Then Sir Humphrey loosed her, and
over
straight to me she came uud bent
"Harry," she said
me and kissed me.

lost, and, I trow, did afterward better
service to me tlian lie might have doue
1 StOOU inert*, IWUUK mm- u ucnr·ici
kept. No other than young cattle meet
is too
No animal
these conditions.
As for the burgesses, I
from tbo ranks, yet bound to keep the by staying.
the
had
young for a premium price provided
door of Laurel Creek, and I had a pis- know not whither nor when they
is
there.
condition
like
tol in either hand, nnd so had Sir Hum- gone, tor they had melted away
of
line
all
in
are
These requirements
but for a minute nobody shadows by reason of the great obHyde,
and
phrey
from
feeding
rearing
greater profits
I stood loquy which would have attached to
animals. It is an established fact that seemed to heed us. Then as
office
the vounger the animal fed the less the there 1 felt the door behind me yield them should men in their high
feed required per day, and the greater α bit. and a hand was thrust out, and have been discovered In such work.
the growth per day. As the animal in- a voice whispered: "Harry, Harry, Ralph Drake was left, who made a

The oat crop in actual vo'ume is the
on record, and in rate of
yield exceeds all previous a showings,
series of
with a quality the best for
As was the case with other
years.
results were ex- creases in age and weight the amount of
crops, only moderate
season: but feed increases in like ratio, while the
the
during
growing
pected
in a
the final test of the thresher showed an gain per day in weight goes down
There is every reaaverage of 32.1 bushels per acre, against steady proportion.
bushels. son, therefore, for the stockman to look
no average for ten years of 28.3
the makeup
Other cereals make a similar showing of well after the breeding and
of the stock he would feed, and then fit
abundance.
The potato crop breaks all record both them for the market at the earliest age
in volume and productivity, with an practicable.—Maine Farmer.
a
average yield of 110.4 bushels, against
The
hogs on a Dairy Farm.
ten-year average of 81 bushels.
ill disapple crop is abundant, though
It has been considered for scores of
tributed, the eastern districts having years a branch of the dairyman's busiheavy yields and the western districts ness to keep swine to consume the refuse
but scant. The cotton crop is of large in butter and cheese making. Years
so atto
proportions, and bearing -a price
ago a farmer who kept twenty cows
tractive as to place southern farmers in supply as many private customers with
than
they
a more independent position
their products, also kept at least half as
have occupied for many yea rs.
The cows were confined
has many hogs.
;he
whole
a
as
it
year
Taking
in a dark, narrow leanto, without bedand
abundance,
of
one
especial
proved
ding. The solid manure was thrown
in addition industrial conditions are such out of a board slide window under the
that practically every product of the eaves to leach in the rains and dry in
farmer's labor is selling at a figure which the sun, the liquid running through
insures a fair profit for the season s cracks in the door to be lost forever.
effort.
The swine were kept in open pens near
s
Complete official figures of this year
the house, with yards to root in, and
the
but
available,
not
are
resul»s
yet
wallowed in the mire for lack of absorbdrawn
main
in
the
tabulation,
Then prime
following
ents to save the liquid.
fiom official sources, may be studied as butter sold for 25 cents per pound, and
for special
a ledger balance accounting
ten to
from
cheese for 15 cents; pork
thankfulness upon American farms:
twelve dollars per hundred. Butter was
1904.
1908.
then packed to keep from June to the
2.4\3U»,000
2.344 170,0.»
Corn buitb
551,078,000 next April, without cold storage, and
6S7.822.OIO
888.5l»,Uft' pork would keep indefinitely if salt was
7S4.094.000
TJÎ:
1S9.971.WW
Ml.fei.OU
«Îh'-v
to be found in the barrel. Now
27.254.100 always
29.383,»»
15.098,000 the contrast: A warm and well lighted
14.244.01»
Buckwheat.
23.000,000 barn, a wide leanto, and especially a
27.30O.OW
331.780 000 barn cellar for the saving of the entire
S47.12S.ft»
HSSSr
85.000.CUn
81.308.0»
Hh,ν tone 111
in
680,983,000 droppings, the stock being housed
815.972.OJU
1L>
summer as well as winter while not at
pasture, well bedded with absorbents,
To Avoid Fires on Farms.
and the swine ready to work their board
suggestions on the in labor on the manure pile and adding
Some excellent
above subject are given in the Farmers' to its value a hundred fold. Owing to
the high price of feed it hardly pays to
Voice of recent date:
Whenever a farmer has not a good keep more ewine than can be fed on the
it is hie duty waste
products of the farm and dairy.
big bank account ahead,
into keep hie buildings and contente
Japanese barnyard millet is proving
sured, a» a fire might bankrupt him. to be a very satisfactory forage crop for
We do not advise heavy insurance, as cows and swine. We are feeding it the
of second season.
That cut the first of
the insured ought to carry enough
his own risk to make him very careful August is now ready to cut the second
We are still feeding the first
and watchful over hie own property. time.
Matches should be kep; in metal or planting, which is seven feet tall and
earthenware receptacle·, and those car- stands almost solid. It is eaten clean
carried away from the house be kept in and equals oats and peas, and, in fact,
small metal boxes, never loo·® in pockets, anything we have tried for the purpose,
and I see no reason why it would not
as many farmers do.
A good, strong ladder, long enough make first class ensilage.—Cor. in New
to reach the eaves of the highest build- England Farmer.
where
ing on the farm, should be kept
it can be had the darkest, of nights, and Fertility Cost of a Too of Apples.
a
if roofs are of shingles and very steep,
A ton of butter is said by the Farmroof
light scaling ladder such as metal
ers' Voice to be worth about |500 at
hunOne
needed.
the value
roof painters use, is
average prices and it reduces
dred feet of light "picket chain" costs of the farm by less than 91. A ton of
over
throw
to
used
be
can
but 12, and
corn takes from the soil 36 pounds of
buildings with roofs too steep to scale, nitrogen, eight pounds of potash and
to
this
use
can
help
and a fire fighter
of phosphoric acid. If
sixteen

second largest

staying? The four of us will be taken,
for yon can do nothing for me single
handed. Cr.ptain Jnynes is killed—I
sitw him fall—and the parson has fled,

Where Silence is Golden.

AMONU THE FARMERS.

mnmitHi·

till

sweet husky carol of a slave's song
and the laughter of children at play.
So I shouted and waited, and shouted
again, and no oue came. There was in
exmy cell not much besides my pallet,
cept a littte stand which looked like
one from Drake Hill, and on the stand
was a china dish like one which I had
often seen at Drake Hill, with some
mess therein—what 1 knew not—and a
bottle of wine and some medicine vials

I was not ironed, and,
and glasses.
indeed, there was no need of that,
since I could not have moved.
Between the wound in my leg and
various sword cuts and a general soreness and stiffness as If 1 had been
tumbled over a precipice. I. was well
nigh as helpless as a wefk old babe.
I called again, but no one came, and
presently I quit and lay with the burning eye of the sun In my face and that
buzz of iiies in my ears, and

pestilent

my weakness and pain so increasing
beetled
upon my consciousness that I
1 shut njy eyes
them not so much.
and that torrid sunbeam burned red
through my lids, and I wondered If

they had found out aught concerning
Mary Cavendish, and I wondered not
so much what they would do with me.
since I was so weak and spent with
loss of blood that nothing that had to
and
with me seemed of much moment.
do
sounded as if a sea rolled between us:
Dut as I lay there 1 presently heard
who
"
Wiugtield,
tutor,
'Tis the convict
and one
much the key turned lu the lock,
held the door, and unless I be
the jailer, entered, and
Wedge,
Joseph
wound.
mistaken he hath his death
a woman's draperand I saw the llutter of
Make a litter and lift him gently,
but he shut the door
what- ies behind him,
live of you search the house for
without my ever
upon lier, and then,
ever other rebels be hid herein."
knowing how he came there, was the
of
midst
my
the
in
And as I live,
and he was
far surgeon, Martyn Jennings,
faintness, 'which made all souuds
anil
over me looking to my wounds
of
away as from beyond the boundary
a little more blood to decrease
letting
batthe flesh and beyond the din of
lost so
my fever, though I had already
tle. which was still going on, though
and then, since I was so near
much,
feebly, like a fire burning to its close, swooning, giving me a glass of the
I heard the dip of oars on the creek
And while
Burgundy on the stand.
and knew that Mury Cavendish was
that was clouding my brain, since my
safe.
stomach was fasting and I had lost so
a lid
A litter they fashioned from
blood, entered that woman whom
much
of a chest while the search was going I had
espied, and she was not Mary,
it with due
there
on, and I was lifted upon
but Catherine Cavendish, aud
I
thought
which
who stood
regard to my wounds,
was a gentleman with her
Waller.
a generous tiling of Cuptain
aloof, with his back toward me, gazing
But when I was on the litter, breathI was
out of the window, and of that
consciousness,
that Hauling
ing hard, yet with someand
screened
he
since
glad,
whlsperea,
he bent close over me
and I concerned
bound up with sunbeam from me,
"Sir. your wounds are
myself no more about him.
a woman's linen. I
from
torn
Itrlps
But at Catherine I gazed and moWho was in
have a wife, and I know.
tioned to her to bend over me, and
sir?"
biding here,
whispered, that the Jailer might not
at that.
My eyes flew wide open
Then
hear, what had become of Mary.
one as
"No
out.
"No one," I gasped
I saw the Jailer had gone out. though
I live."
I had not seen him go, and she, mak-

Pains in the Back
Are

eymptoms

of a

weak, torpid

oi

stagnant condition of the kidneys
liver, and are a warning it is extremely
hazardous to neglect, so important
ie a healthy action of these organs.
They are commonly attended by loss
of energy, lack Of courage, and sometimes
gloomy forëboding and deoi

by

spondency.

"I had pains in my back, could not sleep
and when I got up In the morning felt
takworse than the night before. I began
ing Hood's Sar&aparilla and now I can
able to
sleep and get up feeling rested and
do my work. I attribute my cure entirely
Perry
N.
to Hood's Sarsaparllln." M its. J.
care H. S. Copeland, Plko Itoad, Ala.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Care kidney and liver troubles, relieve
tbe back, and build op (be whole system,

J&

that the gentlemnn at
not to be minded,
the window
to
weut on to tell me what I thirsted
know—that she and Mary and Sir
Humphrey had escaped that night with
returned
ease, and she and Mary had
had
jo Drake Hill before midnight and
a

sign to

me

was

not beeu molested.
If Mary were suspected she knew
under
not, but Sir Humphrey was then
a
arrest and was confined on board
Bevership In the harbor with Major

ly, and his mother

was

daily sending

billets to him to return home and
for
blaming him, and not his Jailers,
She told me, furhis disobedience.
thermore, that It was Cicely Hyde who

had led the militia to our assembly at
Laurel Creek that night and was now
in a low fever through remorse, and,
though she told me not, I afterward
knew why that mad maid bad done

such a thing—'twas because of Jealand
ousy of me and Mary Cavendish,

A

—d

ring?"

It «coined to me that no
ever br mined which I
would know a» I knew that green star
of emerald and those encircling brilliants. That l'in» 1 knew to my cost.
"My Lord Kaling is dead." she said,
"and thou knowest that he was a kinsman of the Chrlmgfords. and after his
funeral came this ring and a letter,
and—and—thou art cleared.Harry. And
—and—now I know why (no.· didst
what thou did. Harry, 'twas—'twas—to
shield me." With that she burst Into
a.great flood of tears, even throwing
herself upon the floor of my cell in
ill her sliui length and not letting my
urother John raise her. though he
I nodded

Jewels eouH

she was nt no loss to interpret, tears
welled into her own, and she bent lower and whispered, lest even the stranger at the window should hear, thijt
Mary "sent her dear love, but, but"—
"What have they done with herî" I
cried. "If they dare"—
•'Hush," said Catherine. "Our grandmother hath but locked her In her
chamber, since she hath discovered
her love for thee and frowns upon It,
not since thou art a convict, but since

do so.
It is here that I shall stop the course
of my story to explain the whole matter of the ring; which at the time I
was too weak and spent with pain to
comprehend fully as Catherine Cavendish related it. It was a curious and
at the same tinu* a simple tale, as such
tales are wont to lie. and Its very simplicity made it serin thru, anil seem
■trove to

thou taist turned against the king.
She says that no granddaughter of hers
shall wed a rebel, be he convict or
prince. But she is safe, Harry, and
there will no harm come to her, and
Indeed I think that if they in authority have heard aught of what she hath
done they arc minded to keep It quiet,

and—and"—
Then, to my exceeding bewilderment,

now.

down on her knees beside me went
that proud maid and begged mv pardon for her scorn of me, saying that
she knew me guiltless and knew for
what reason I had taken such obloquy
upon myself.
Then the gentleman at the window
turned^hen she appealed to him and
came near. :;nd I saw who he wasmy half brother. John Chelmsford.

CIIAPTElt XX.
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six years and more since
had seen my half brother.
and 1 should scarcely have
SSSil known him, for time had
worked great chanties in both his face
and form. lie was much stouter than

jiiyiT I

§|J|

well ni-'h Incredible.

[10

was

XprJJ

I remembered him, and wore a ruddy
point of beard at his chin and a great
wig, whereas 1 recalled him as smooth

Bi

coaronno.)

A.O Krtt;.-rut κ ««..·. \e.
«
mirage
Here I» ·. ?. ./ told <>:
of Emperor l-'r.t:: is Ii. .«ι Austria.
One arui of the Danube
ψ.:rates the
city of Vieuna from a I V.e suburb
ι aw inunΛ
called Leopoid-st.-.lt,
dated tills suburb, and the ice carried away the bridge of tne c.immunication with the capital. The population of Leopold stadt was in great dis-

for want of provisions. A number of boats were colln-trd and load»*d
with bread, but no one felt hr.rdy
enough to risk the passage, which w as
rendered extremely dangerous by large
bodies of ice. Kmperor Francis stood
tress

He liegged, exthe water's edge.
horted. threatened and promised the
highest recomiiensr*. but all in vain,
of face, with his own hair.
while on the other shore his subjects,
But he was a handsome man. as I
with hunger, supplicated resaw even then, lying in ko much pain I famishing
The monarch's sensibility at
and weakness, and lie came and stood] lief.
length got the better of Ills priuleiiee.
over me and looked at me more kindly
He leaped singly into a boat loadtnl
than I should have exiwetcd, and I
himself to the
could see something of our common with bread and applied
"Never shall It he
mother in his blue eyes. He reached oars, exclaiming.
at

down his hand and shook the one of
mine which I could muster strength t<>
raise, and called me brother, and hoped
that I found myself better, and gave
me very many tender messages of our

mother, and of hla father likewise.I
which puzzled me exceedingly,
matters were explained.
Colonel Chelmsford had parted with
left England with but
me when I
scant courtesy, and as for my poor
mother, 1 had not seen her at all, she
being confined to her chamber with

untilf

over my disgrace, and not one
word had 1 received from them since
So when John Chcjmsford
that time.
said that our mother sent her dear love
to her son Harry, and that nothing
eave her delicate health had prevented
her from sailing to Virginia in the
same ship to see the son from whom
she lisd l»een so long parted, I gasped
and felt my bead reel, and I called up
I felt the
my mother's face, and verily
tears start in my eyes, but I was very

grief

|

<hi iiwi

to me.
Then indeed, though with great pain,
I raised myself upon my elbow and
peered about my cell and called aloud
for some oue to come, thinking some
one muet be within hearing, for tbe
Bounds of life were all about me—the
tramp of horses on tbe roadside, the
even fall of a workman's hammer, the

ing

..!;··= ; of nr. IMrry."
"Τν.γ-s
υ J, "Lut they s uy J >y il *·λ
bin*
not kill. and anil -i!ost thou know the

slit* pulled ιΐυν. u more upon lier own
bend tHereby than «lie wot of.
AU this Catherine Cavendish told
tne in a manner which seemed strangely foreign to her, being gentle, and yet
not so gentle as subdued, and her fair
face was paler than ever, and when I
looked at her and said not α word and
yet had α question in my eyes which

Catherine viiita Harry
in prison

snld that I made no effort to save
those who would risk their all for me!"
The example of the sovereign inflamed
the spectators, who threw themselves
Into the b»ats. They encountered t!ie
sea successfully and gained the suburb.—Vienn.i Journal.

lion a Porcupine KlirhlM η Sun I.e.
A man who witness»*! a tLiit betweeu a porcupine and a bhn'ksn.t!;e
thus describes the battle: "I car:" up >n
the scene Just us tin· hedgelm.: began
the attack upon the snake, which was
lying stretched out on the ro.nl asleep.
The hog advanced cautiously upon the
reptile and seized its tail in Its mouth,
giving it a sharp bite. Then he quickly withdrew a few f»*rt and. rolling

himself Into a compact, spiny ball,
awaited
developments. The snake
awakened
upon being thus rwlely
turned In fury upon his antagonist,
striking the hog again and again with

The wily hedgehog, securely intrenched within its spiny armor,
remained perfectly motionless all the
while, allowing the snake to keep up
the attack. At every stroke the Jaws
Its fangs.

of the snake would become tilled with
the spines until at last, exhausted and
bleeding from dozens of wounds caused liy the needlelike spines of the hog,
This
the snake gave up the battle.
was
was evidently what the hedgehog
waiting for. as In· immediately procerded to roll over the snake again and
again until he had completely disemboweled his victim."
Λ S 1ιIi»·Ιιapt* I'lauo.
A West I latum sea captain was asked
by his wife to !>>ok at some pianos
while he wax ill New York, with a view
to buying her one. He wrote liuuie as

Then forth from her poélcet Catherin··j
drew a ring, an·! it flashed green with
with follows:
1 great emerald, and particolored
"I saw one that I thought would
brilliants, before my eyes, and I was
of
suit
the
sight
you—black walnut hull. strong
well ni^h overcome by
fore and aft
that, and everything turned black !»«»- bulkheads, strengthened
lined with white
fore me, for it was my Lord Robert with iron frame,
Kigging steel wire,
Ealing's great ring of exceeding value, wood and maple.
the ratlines and whipped
for the theft of which I had been trans- double on
wire on the lower Mays and heavier
ported.
it cordage.
Belaying pins of steel and
that
saw
Catherine
Straightway
home. length of taffrall
driven
well
she
knelt
for
for
me,
was too much
feet one Inch; breadth of
six
over
all,
to
John
called
give
tlowu beside me and
iuehee; depth of
her a flask of sweet waters which mood beam, thirty-eight
inches. Hatches can bo
0*11 the table, and began bathing my hold, fourteen
battened down against ten-year-old
forehead, the while my brother looked
or can be clewed up and sheeted
m with eomcthim: of a jealous frown. boys
home for a llrst class Instrumental

cyclone."

WEEDS

l.nrKml C'ruli lu the World.

Consumption is a human
nourishing best in weak
lungs. Like other weeds it's
jasily destroyed while young;
,veed

when old,
possible.

sometimes

im-

Strengthen the lungs as you

would weak land

and

the

weeds will disappear.
The best lung fertilizer is
Scott's Emulsion. Salt pork
is good too, but it is very hard
to

digest

The time to treat consumption is when you begin tfying
to hide it from
yourself.

Others see it, you won't.
Don't wait until you can't
deceive yourself any longer.

with the first thought
If
take Scott's Emulsion.
it isn't really consumption so
much the better; you will soon
forget it and be better for the
treatment. If it is consumption you can't expect to be
cured at once, but if you will
begin in time and will be
rigidly regular in your treatment you will win.
Scott's Emulsion, fresh air,
rest all you can, eat all you
can, that's the treatment and
that's the best treatment

Begin

to

We will send you
little of the Emulsion free.
a

B« tare that this picture la
the form of · label m on the
bottle of
wrapper of every
Emulsion you buy.

In the American Museum of Natural
life In
History is a wonder of marine
crab
the shape of a gigantic Japanese
it the
measuring twelve feet, making
world. The
largest crustacean in the
Is a type of the spider crab

specimen

which inhabits the waters of the group
Jaof islands forming the empire of
of this mampan. The body portion
moth crustacean is the size of a half
bushel measure, while its two great
teeth, called
arms, containing saw like
could easily encircle the fig-

pinchers,

of a man. Its eight legs r» ictuble
huge bamltoo poles and are extremely

ure

elastic.

Ur«p Sen MetiKarliiji.
Great Britain and America do wore
other
deep sea measuring than all the
onenations put together. .More th..η
half of the sea tioor lies at a depth of a
of
little less than three miles. Ssi.ne
in the
the deepest places are holes
in the south
ocenu bed. One of these
Atlantic covers T.OUO.iX* < square miles,
of the
or 7 per cent of the surface
a great
globe. The Indian ocean is
four out
place for deep waters, t wenty
at
of the known forty-two holes lying
the bottom of that body of water.
An Interesting Forest.
The largest continuous distinct forknown
est district in west I'russia is
extends
as the Tucheler Ilaide and
of thirty-five square
area
over un
miles. It is subject to great and sudchanges of temperature. Snow

den

has fallen as late as May ID. and night
frosts have occurred as late as the let
and 3d of June. Prehistoric remains
stone
are found belonging to the later
and to the bronze age*. The Inhabitants are occupied almost entirely
with forestry and agriculture. Polish
la still the prevalent language, though
German Is now generally understood.
"Let

«h· Cntti O#·.»

From an account aent by one Bragg·
to the East India company In 1021 It
would appear that a very particular
value was placed upon imported cats.
Here la the entry: "Item, for 20 Doggat

and a greate many Catta which, under
God, rkld BMJty and devoured all the
Ratta In that land (Bermuda), which

SCOTT & BOW Ν Et formerly eate up all your corne,
which
many other blessed fruités
Chemists,
for thels. I
afforded.
Well,
land
Y.
409 Pearl St, Ν.

and
that
will

demand but Rib. apiece for the I>ogges,
50c and f 1; all druggists. and let the Catts goe. 100 lb. Os. Od."

1

ESTABLISHED WW.

THE OXFORD BKAfiS.

Bethel.

Bockfleld.

Weat Paris.
The W. C. T. D. bad an Interesting
and largely attended meeting Sunday
evening of lut week in observance of
World's Sunday 8obool Temperance

World's TeraperaiH» Sunday wte observed In the Universalis and Methodist
churches with appropriate sennowlud
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Such was illustrated Not. 30th, when in the evening at the Congregational
kt the depot Wednesday afternoon the church the subject "How intemperance Sunday. The ohureh was decorated with
Paris HUL
remains of William Cressey arrived from hinders Christian work' was earnestly flags and nearly 50 red, white and blue
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, DEC. t>, 1904. j
pledge cards which had been signed by
Salem, Mass., accompanied by mother
rtnt Baptist Church. Ββν. B. O. Taylor, pastor
Bartlett of "May ville''has the children of the three Sunday Sobools.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A.M. Sunday ind other relatives, to be placed in the
and
the
to
moved
his
School at 12 M. Sabbath Evening Service at
they Of speoial interest was a banner exercise
village
family
A
lot at Buckfleld cemetery.
? :3U r. u. Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening. family
a rent in the home of his daugh- and several stories by the children.
ATWOOD & FORBES, Prayer
minutes
Few
later
a bride and groom occupy
30.
Coveat
Thursday
Meeting
evening
Mr. and Mrs. Allen of Allenton, Conn.,
nant Meeting the last Friday before the let twarded the down train, amid a shower ter, Mrs. Warren Emery.
Miss Hattie Foster is visiting friends are here and expect to spend the winter
Editor· ud Praprtaton.
Sunday of the month at 4:30 ». M. AU not it rice, bound on a bridal tour.
Invited.
are

The

Harford Seraocrat,

TMI OOINQ8 OF THE WEEK

•

«ad shadow,
Hope and (le·pair,

Sunahlne

Joy ana tonow,
Everywhere.

IN ALL

dlMr"amee

GBOBOI M. ATWOOD.

A. E. FOKBKS.

Tuuu —#1.30 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cents.
All legal advertisements
AUTKirneutKim:
are given three consectlve Insertion· for $1.30
contract·
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient an>l yearly advertis—

er·.

Jo· PuxTiûâ —New type, fast presse·. Mean
and low price·
power, experienced workmen
combine to make thl· department of oar business complete and popular.

Coming Events.
Dec

β.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Paris.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Why Not Buy a Boston Bag?
C hristmas Gifts.
The Dally and Weekly Argus.
Ladles' Specialty Store.
Elegant Perfumes.
Kills Catarrh Germ·.
The Editor's Wife.
There are No Idle Words.
House to Let.
Annual Meeting.
New Home Sewing Machine.
Shoals For Sale.
to the World's Fsir.
With the striking of the hour of midfair
night Thursday night the world's
at St. Louis closed, the Tights went out
for the last time, and the work of dismantling the stupendous creation at
As soon as the exhibits
once began.
can be removed, the work of taking the
buildings down will begin.
While an exact financial statement of
the fair is not yet available, enough is
known to make it appear that above the
amount received from admissions and
other sources of revenue there has been
expended for the fair about S£Î,UOO,OUO,
this amount being made up of appropriations by the national and state governments and foreign governments, and
subscriptions to the stock of the exposition company, largely by citizens of
St. Louis who had little expectation of
ever receiving back any considerable
amount of what they paid in.
Against this expenditure ofbe about
offset
twenty-two millions there is to
from a local standpoint the advantages
accruing to Missouri and St. Louis because of the fair, and from a geneial
standpoint the commercial and educational results of the exhibition to the
and the world. These results

(Jood-bye

otherwise connected
cordially
Gnlvereallat Church, Bev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:43 a. m.
Sundav SÎ-hixjI at 11:43 A. H.

Miss Penis X. Andrews has closed
her house here and is in Boeton for the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thome, who have
been at Elmhurst for more than six
months, left Wednesday for Pittsburg,
Pa., their former home.
Two or three families on the east side
of the village claim to have been disturbed by the crv of a wild cat and
tracks have been discovered that are attributed tu the animal. This is in the
wild and wooly east.
Richard and Will Gates returned Saturday from their trip to Nova Scotia.
Benjamin Maxim celebrated his 90th
birthday last Wednesday. Mr. Maxim is
very active for a man of his years. He
has nine children living, and goes soon
to Strong to spend the winter with one
of hit) daughters.
Alfred M. Daniels and Newton Cummings returned from Grafton Wednesday, each with a good deer.
On account of the absence of Rev.
Mr. Little there will be no preaching
service at the Universalist church next
Sunday, and the Sunday School will
also be omitted.
Friday evening, Dec. 9, in Cummings
Hall, the Ladies" Baptist Circle will give
a supper and entertainment.
Supper to
be served at 6 o'clock. All are expected
Adto bring something for the tables.
mission 10 cents. All come.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Twitchell returned
last week from a Thanksgiving visit of
several days to Mrs. TwitchelPs brother,
O. E. Curtis, at Keunebunk.
Mrs. II. R. Hubbard gave a delightful
party to a few friends last Monday even-

ing.

Pierce
Mrs.
John
entertained a
"Flinch" party last Tuesday afternoon.
Light refreshments were served at the
close, making a very enjoyable afternoon.
A party of deer hunters from this
place and South Paris are in Grafton
fully armed and equipped and venison
will be plenty when they return. The
members of the party are Frank Bennett,
F. Ripley,
P.
Herbert L. Scribner,
Arthur Daniels, Albion Andrews and
William B. Russell.
Roy Hammond, who has been very
sick, is now on the gain.
Regular meeting of the directors of
Paris IIill Library Association with
President Miss F. A. Hammond, Wednesday, Dec. 7, at .'1 p. m.
country
to
Anksta Eastman, Clerk.
it is of course absolutely impossible
Unclaimed letters in Paris post office
calculate. We know they are great, but
whether the fair has "paid" depends Dec. 1st:
of view.
Mrs. Frank Gorman.
very largely upon the point
Mr Sam Chase.
C ertainly those who have been privileged
at
the
expend- Mr. O. U. Burapue.
to attend it have uo regret
iture of the millions which made it.
WH1TTKMOKE DISTRICT.
There is something sad about the
Harold Tuttle broke one of the fingers
conthis
of
great production,
thought
on his left hand.
structed and assembled at a cost of
Fred Allen and George Tubbs spent
of money,
millions
and
time
of
years
in Portland on busiseven short Saturday, Nov. 20,
for
its
purpose
serving
ness.
months, and then going to destruction.
Ray Cotton is sick with the grippe.
The marvelous exhibits, so well illusBert Allen is working for Charles
trating the progress of the world, scat- Edwards.
tered in all directions: the strange peoSchool closed Friday, Dec. 2, taught
the
ples, bringing from all quarters of
by Harold Briggs of South Paris. Closglobe each a little section of his country
exercises Thursday evening with
and setting it down here, now gone back ing
and singing. A tine time was
speaking
beautiful
the
gardens,
to their homes;
much enjoyed by all. The teacher
very
the
of
feet
the
destroyers;
torn up by
made the scholars all some very nice
The Tike." once ablaze with light and
that were very much appremerriment, now resounding only with presents
ciated by them, and to show their respect
the sounds made by the wreckers; the
for their teacher, the scholars made him
magnificent classic structures, "palaces·' a
present with which he was very much
reas they are in all outward seeming,
A very successful term of
duced to ruins and crumbled to dust pleased.
one pleased, children and
school;
every
almost in anSiour.
alike. All are hoping to see Mr.
parents
wish
been
the
has
expressMany times
back for the winter term.
ed that the money expended for these Briggs
fairs could be used in some way so that
oryanis roou.
its results might be permanent; that inThe Universalist society have had
stead of a great amount of tiimsy conthe
from
removed
struction in wood and staff, a smaller the old gallery
heater
number of enduring structures in metal church. makrng mom for a large
and stone might be erected, wherein which they are intending to have set up
should be continuously illustrated the so that the church can be made comW hether such a fortable when used.
progress of the world.
Frank M. Cole has been seriously ill
plan could be made practicable is debatable. Certainly nothing anywhere near with pleurisy. He is convalescing.
Mrs. Seymour Brooks is in very poor
the scale of the St. Louis fair could be
once for
made permanent. In no other way than health, and has been out but
closed some weeks. On Thanksgiving Day she
by one of these fairs like that just
was carried to her old home to spend the
can so much that is educational be
day.
brought together in one place; nowhere
Mrs. Dexter 1'everley has been visiting
else can one see so much of the world in
If a plan of in Boston for some weeks. Her husband
so small a space and time.
it joined her a short time ago, and they
a permanent fair can be carried out,
home Tuesday afternoon.
might be a good investment ; but possi- both returned
for a
Eddie 1'everley is at home on bis vacably a more extensive exhibit open
few months, at intervals of half a genera- tion from Gould's Academy.
Winâeld Ripley, Jr., of Wakefield,
tion, may be the more valuable eduMass arrived in town Tuesday and took
cational institutiou.
at
dinner at J. L. Bowker's, visiting
Leon Cushman's and Ronello Davis',
here and There.
going to South Paris Thursday afterMr. Ripley is working in the cusnoon.
York
the
New
tom house at Boston, and hud but seven
As was to be expected,
the
to
expecta- days' vacation.
subway fails to come up
For one thing,
Del Cole, mail carrier No. 1, has retions in some respects.
that a
time
a
ago
missed ten chickens from his
was
announced
it
long
cently
distinctive tint would be used on the premises, and says if the person or
walls of each station, so that after a persons who took the liberty to remove
traveler got familiar with the route he them will be kind enough to return the
would only need to glance out of the two Rhode Island Reds, he won't say
window to tell what station he was anything about the other eight.
Furthermore, at each
Post office hours, open 7:30 morning,
approaching.
station a distinctive type of mural decor- close 7:30 at night, until further notice.
G. W. Q. Perham has had a workation (not by Puis de Ohavannes, bul
by other artists of more or less ability) man at his house for the past week setwas
to be used. Now the complaint ting up a hot-air furnace, and doing the
the distinctive necessary work to warm the house upcomes that not only
decorations, but the names of the sta- stairs and down.
so
high that they can
tions, are placed
not be seen from the interior of the cars,
Oxford.
and in fact, about all that is visible to
Mr. Jordan is improving.
the
signs
is
advertising
the passengers
The Ladies' Circle of the Congregawhich have roused so furious a discssion.
tional Society met with Mrs. James
The Lewiston Sun would do away
with committee hearings in the Maine
legislature, and have everything done on
the Hoor of the two houses. There is no
doubt that in some matters the report of
a committee is accepted without question by the legislature when if the matthreshed out on the floor
ter was

fully

of the house much needed public enlightenment would be afforded, and different
action might result; but the scheme of
having all hearings on the floor is so
clumsy it can not receive serious consideration.

Statistics of the number of people 100
countries
years old or over in different
show that they are least numerous in
proportion to the population in the coldest and harshest climates, and most numerous in those countries where the cliSuch
mate is mildest and sunniest.
facts are easily credible. The rugged
of
men
climate of the North produces
vigor and strength of mind—men who do
things—but its rigors are not conducive
to long life.

Oregon seems about to take the place
of Kansas with regard to political freaks.
The latest situation developed there is a
result of the presidential election. It
appears that one of the four Republican
candidates for elector had failed to register as a voter—whether because he modestly did not wish to vote for himself,
or from gross negligence, is not stated,
but probably the latter. The secretary
of state therefore declines to issue a
certificate of election to him, and instead gives it to the Democrat who bad
the largest vote. The governor of the
state, a Democrat, has written to this
Democratic elector, advising him to vote
for Roosevelt. By what authority the
secretary of state of Oregon adds other
qualifications for an elector to those
by the constitution of the
nited State·, is not clear. It looks as
if he had an exaggerated idea of bis

Erescribed
duty.

Cook Wednesday.

Mrs. Fisher is suffering with inflammatory rheumatism.
T. S. Stone has moved from the A. L.
Richmond place in Welchville to his
farm in Oxford.
Edward Parrott and family have returned from Boston.
Large quantities of apples are being

shipped.

with
some
Everett Cook
college
friends spent Thanksgiving with his

Mr. and Mrs. James Cook.
A course of lectures is in prospect.
The speakers will be announced later.
The schools have commenced again
after a week's vacation.

parents,

Norway

Lake.

Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
with Mre. F. E. Pottle Dec. 14th. Christmas stories from all the members will be
the programme for the afternoon.
Mrs. D. C. Barrows and daughter Jennie of Norway are stopping at W. S.
Partydge's during the cold weather.
Miss Louisa Chamberlin is at F. E.
Pottle's this winter.
Miss E. O. Lassolle is to have a primary school at the village, and Miss
Kate Towne is to take her place here at
the Lake
North Stoneham.

Flora N. Butters has just finished a
very successful term of school here.
The winter term commenced Monday
under the instruction of Emma McAllister of Loveli.
John Grover and family of East Stoneham have moved into Will Culbert's
house.
H. B. McKeen went to Norway Tuesday. Earl McAllister did his chores.
Carl and Earl Keniston visited their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Gammon, last week.
Mr. and Mr*. Wm. Gammon's family
Their
were all at home Thanksgiving.
three daughters with tneir husbands
and children. There are nine grandchildren, making seventeen in ail.

East Browafleld.

Silver coinage has been banUhed from Mexico,
but the railway porter· will not decline Upe In
dimes sad quarter·.—exchange.

Chester Tuttle is at home on a two
«reeks' vacation from teaching at Bryant's
Pond.
John P. Swasey is a man of tender
•motions, and is possessed of a peculiar
Faculty of consoling his clients, and
placing them at their ease. Illustration
jf the latter: in the contest over lines
here a few days since, when one of the
contestants testified that the land in
{ueetion was not worth over fifty cents an
icre, John remarked, "It will be worth
uore than that after this."
John Lewis Childs of Floral Park,
S. Y., is visiting his brother, C. S.
Childs.
Great sport for the boys sliding down
Loring Hill.
The sick are Mrs. Wm. Record, Mrs.
[lardy, Lucius Record, and Roealvo

L'rockett.

The high school closed here Friday.
I saw at a little distance Thursday
4onie one whom I thought to be a young
man of about 20 years, coming out of
Hotel Long et^ble. On nearer approach
the illusion was dispelled, as I recognized
the phiz of A. D. Park with his moustache blown away.
Now supposing A. D. had been a suspect, seen at 10 rods away, coming out
i)f a neighbor's house, I of course should
have said without doubt it was not he.
What can a fellow swear to and be sure?
Luther M. Irish and Lizzie II. Withington were married Nov. 30th by Kev.
W. D. Athearn, at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Withington. Among the guests from
iway were Bert Austin and two sisters,
cousius of the groom, of Deering, a
friend, a Mr. Felt, of Bryant's Pond.
Married at 2 o'clock P. m., leaving on
the south bound train amid a shower of
rice and paper shreds, as reported to the
threat disgust of the conductor.
Greenwood.

chusetts.

P»tron·;

audience:

PROGRAMME.

Piano solo,

pi|
Mies Elsie
u,

Advertisement,

8e,ected·

„
Hall.

Hans Snyder.
Vocal solo—Because of You.
Mrs. Joan Stearns kllborn.

Vocal duct,

_£· s·

»rW"'

seiecteu,

Colored Twine.
Mies MUly's Creche,—A Laughable Monologue,
Mr». E. C. Vandonkercklioven.
Vocal sol >, For All Eternltv, Angelo Match trtam,
Μη» V. Β. McLane.
J· Ο Irnutter,
The Witch'· Daughter,
An Illustrated i>oein In 1C living pictures,
30 characters.
The

Although November was a cold month,
taken as a whole, giving several zero
successThe financial results were
mornings although none here, £here ful and the whole affair wasvery
most enjoy-

several pleasant days durinjr the
able.
month, the last one especially. There
τ,
The schools in town will open Dec. o,
were two snowstorms, the first on the
18.
and
G<»uld
Dec.
Academy,
13th-14th, giving us IS inches of damp
afternoon the ladies of the
were

...

snow; and it was said that if the snow
had been dry there would have been two
feet at least. The other one was on the
20th, the fall being one inch, just enough
But
to go on record.

"Who te he from the north that speeile hie w»(?
Thick fur* an>l wool compose hie warm array."

Wednesday
Congregational society

will hold their
annual Christmas sale in Garland chapel.
Fancy and useful articles will be found
and many dainty little gifts suitable
Christmas; home-made candies and corn
balls
The ladies will serve supper at
six o'clock. The success of this annual
event in the past justifies a
prophecy for this one and the ability of
the ladies to cater to the public is too
well known to need any commendation.

Jor

The probability if that we shall all
find out before the close of the year,
now narrowed down ko an even month;
just time enough to square accounts
and begin anew on Jan. 1st, HH)5.
The Henricks brothel's left for Boston
West Bethel.
last Wednesday week, where they intend «»Tho
Rummer aroes, nn<l the winter conies,
to spend the winter.
They have lived
An«l the red flree fade from the heart ο the rose.
in Cleveland, their former home, but lit- And the snow lies white where the grass was
tle since their mother died. Two years
And the wild wind bitterly blows and blows."
ago they wintered in California, and last
"The wind moans low In the branches bare,
winter in New Fork.
A tattere t bird's nest dangles there;
Scott Merrill is still at work in NorBut the birds in the south arc living.
way making apple barrels. He has one What matter tho' winds are chill and cold,
son, Kossie, 15 years old, who has been It Kran'rles hide thi harvest's gold.
Anil heurts swell with thanksgiving.
assisting his fatheçintlie same kind of
work. The other day Rossie wished to
December.
see what he could do at it alone, and in
Christmas draweth near.
just 10 hours, 30 minutes, he manufacLeap year will soon be gone.
tured 50 barrels. How is th^ for a 15Herbert E. Mason lias moved to rort-

favorable

year-old boy?

John Howe, formerly of Bethel, has
finished his mercantile business in Yarmouth, and is now visiting in towu with
his family. He has moved his goods
into Ernest Brooks' house in Woodstock.
A recent letter from Miss Florence
Bryant informs us that she is in Massachusetts caring for an aged lady who is
slowly going down the valley to her
future home. That practically has been
Miss Bryant's life work, having always
enjoyed single blessedness.
Miss Delia Howe and her sister Ethel
of West Mi not have been visiting in
Woodstock, their former home, and returned last Monday.
The other day a man called at the
Bennett place a' the same time hitching
his horse to a near-by poet; when ready
to leave he got into his carriage, adjusted the robe, and then commanded
the horse to back so as to tura round.
But of course the horse refused to obey
orders for obvious reasons; until his
driver made it possible to do so by getting out and unhitching. The joke was
a good one and highly enjoyed by the
two ladies who were looking through
the window, if not by the man who played it on himself.
,

The winter terra of our village school
opens this week.
Fred McLeod of. Portland was In town
last week.
,,
Mrs Harry Seeley is in the Maine
General Hospital for treatment.
Charles Dunham and wife have been
visiting relatives in Massachusetts.
Charles P. Saunders has gone to Riley
Plantation to work in a mill.
Mrs. Mary A. Dow remains about the
same as last reported, being unable to
leave her bed.
We usually speak well of the bridge
which carries us safely over, even If it
be somewhat rotten.
Elbert R. Urines has been spending a
week with his brothers and sisters in
South Paris.
The man who is continually poking
his nose into other people's business
must not complain if he is occasionally

Peru.

Hebron.

bitten.

We have R. F. D. mail routes and telephone wires running in all directions,
but no electric railway in town. Hope
the time is not far distant when a road
of that kind will be made from Rumford Falls through Bethel to Albany
and Water ford.

with their

land.

daughter,

Mrs. H. C. Love-

Mrs. F. S. Farnum ia closing out her
χ
winter stock of hats at half pdce.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jackson of
Minneapolis, Minn., are visiting bis
brother, W. S. Jackson, and other

lyïatives.

Irish was married at
Luther M.
Buckfield at Thanksgiving time to Mies
Withington of that town. Friday of last
week he brought his bride here where
they will at once go to housekeeping in
the upstairs rent in the bouse belonging
to Mrs. Emogeoe Cushman.
Δ. K. Shurtleff went deer hunting
several days las ι week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Dearborn are moving to tbeir new home at South Paris,
A. C. Perham has sold his house near
the Baptist church to Mr. S. W. Dun-

ham.
A

pleasant gathering

was

recently

Last Saturday, the 20th, was
dren's Day in the Grange.
Marshall H. Babb and Ernest DeLano
each one of them got a deer.
Schools all began in town last Mon-

Boston this week for the winter.
The most of the district schools
opened Monday of this week.
James Mather of Lawrence,
Mrs.
day.
Miss Florence Conant and Norman Mass., died in that city Monday, Nov.
Polland were up to see their aunt, Mrs. 28th. Mrs. Mather was the youngest
daughter of the late Maj. Albert CushEmma Conant, Sunday.
man and was born in Hebron.
Mr. H. E. Stillman is sick.
Brainard of Gardner, Mass.,
Mrs.
Mrs. Skillings and daughter of Turner
are visiting her
mother, Mrs. D. VV. arrived at Dr. Crane's Wednesday, called home by the serious illness of her

in town recently.
Charles Slmpton, who went to his
home in Gray, has returned after spending Thanksgiving with his parents, aud
is working for J. E. Richardson.
Miss Murphy, who spent Thanksgiving at home in South Paris, returned
Sunday and resumed lier school.
Mr. and Mrs. Λ. D. Wight and family
entertained their parents, Mrs. and Mr.

able to go out.
The fall term of the academy closes
Friday, Dec. 9th.
The Rtudente hold their last grand
sociable this week.
Ilenry Sturtevant has moved to his
father's old place for the winter and
his mother is with her daughter, Mrs.

Dr. Merrill and nephew returned to
their home in Portland taking a deer
with them.
J. W. Bennett has started up his mill
this week.
There wore four new members that
took the third and fourth degrees Friday
night. Mr. Larrabee was here from
Auburn and assisted in the Grange.

The Brownfield Comedy Company presented the drama "Down East" to a
crowded house at East Hiram Tuesday

Henry Wight,

was

on

Thanksgiving day.

East Hebron.

Thanksgiving passed with the usual
amount of enjoyment. The storm and
a number of those
traveling
that intended to pass the evening in
places of amusement away from home.
Not many families were fully represented by all.—Ât E. Allen's her only
son, John Davis, from Lynn, Mass., her
daughters Leala from Turner and Alice
from Lynn were present. Mrs. Maud
Greene from Portland is expected to
pass the week and enjoy a family reunion once more.
All the lonely ones were bountifully
provided for by good friends aud neighbors.
Belle DeCosta has returned home
from Auburn, where she has been at
work for some time past.
Herman Phillips passed Thanksgiving
with bis parente. Harry took Everett
Pierce's place in the West Minot station
for Everett to go away on business.
School commenced on the winter term
The same teacher that
Nov. 21st.
taught the fall term, Miss Agnes Bearce
of this town. The pupils are greatly
delighted with her return.
Stanley Hodsdon and wife passed last
Thursday with his parents.
Wells and brook· are all very low, and
many aie dry. There is a general call
for a good rain to raise them açain.
Η. Β. Phillips has sold his stock and
farming utensils, but has not so!d his
farm as yet. He will oome home untU
he decides oil employment.
L. R. Hodsdon has hie winter's wood
cut and hauled.
Edwin Allen is securing his wood and
bas a big lot cut. Charles DeCosta is
now cutting for Edwin Lane.

p^eveuted

then many yean of happlaeaa.

pores

to colds, sore
throat and all consequences of check
The damp wind of
ot perspiration.
Ιλι Plata seems to affect the temper
:uid disposition of the inhabitants. The
irritability and ill humor it excites in
ilieiu amount to little less than a temporary derangement of their faculties.
It is a common thing for men among
tLe better. classes to shut themselves
up in their houses during Jts continuation and lay aside all business till it
has pussed, while among the lower
classes It is always remarked that

ducing great liability

cases
more

of quarreling and bloodshed are
frequent during the north winds

Christmas Gifts.

FIGHT WILL BE BITTEB.
Those who penlat In closing their Mrs
tgainst the oontinual recommendation
of Dr. King'· New Discovery for Coo·
•umption, will bave a lone and bitter
It is now time to think of Christmas Gifts. Why not buy something
fight with their trouble*, if not ended
Now is a good time to
earlier by fatal termination. Bead what , iseful? Your friends will appreciate it.
humT. R. Beali of Beall, Miss., has to say:
the prettiest goods gone,
over
and
is
stock
the
before
our gifts,
picked
"Last fall my wife had every symptom )
of consumption. She took Dr. King's j f you have friends keeping house a Table Cover or Rug ought to please

Discovery

New

Arthur George.

Brownfield.

evening.

Work in

Staples'

coat

shop

is again

East Waterford.
Burton. Helen, Josephine and Elsie

Sanderson came home from their sevoral schools to spend Thanksgiving
week.
L. M. Sanderson and family ate dinner
with Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Shaw.
Mrs. Whitney Buck and children of
Norway spent the day with ber sister,
Mrs. M. O. Abbott, and family.
Mrs. L. M. Sanderson goes to Limerick
the 2d with Burton and Elsie, probably
for a stay of some weeks.
Mrs. Helen Crooker is again with her
brother, J. W. Atherton. Her granddaughter, Miss Agnes Gury, of Melrose,
Mass., acoompanied her here for a brief
visit.
We bolieve all the schools with the
same teachers opened again Nov. 28th,
except at Temple Hill and in the Plummer District.
Joseph B. Haskell is building a stable
near his hall.
Mrs. Martha Pride is visiting in Norway.

Monday.

by

a

Buck's.

Mrs. Lucy Bonney and Leonard have
returned from Bath.
Miss Mattie Elwood ii at home from
*
Norwood, Mas*.
W. L. Cressey is to be brought here
from Salem, Mass., having committed
suicide by taking poison. Funeral Fri-

)NE LOT Table Covers of tapestry in greens, browns and reds, pretty pattern*
......
32 inches square, fringed,
-t:lC

)NE LOT Table Covers of tapestry in good colors, figured pattern», 4* indies
A situation unique for Maine eziets
.·
equare, frioged,
fl.00
in Old Town, where the town ball was
on Thursday duly sold at auction by the < )NE LOT Table Covers of heavy tapestry, rlcb colorings, 48 inch,
»ι ^
sheriff. The suit leading up to the sale
In rich colors, Oriental and flowered
Table
LOT
)NE
heavy
Covers,
tapestry
was brought against the city for land
$2.00
patterns, 50 inch, heavy fringe,
damages sustained by a Mrs. Jordan in
opening a new road. An execution was ( )NE LOT Table Covers of heavy tapestry, in browns, reds and greens, neat
to
settle,
secured, but the .city refused
<>
patterns, 81 inch,
and the sale was proceeded*witb in legal
for
was
$300, and
form. The verdict
the building was bid off by Mrs. Jordan's
attorney for $375. The city has a year
I )NE LOT Portieres of good firm tapestry, striped pattern, 44 inches wide, 2 2-4
in which to redeem it.

member the troublesome

PORTIERES.

yards long, heavy fringe,

1

reported last week.
A. W. Belcher, D.

D. G. P. of the 5th
district. I. Ο. O. F., attended the meeting of district deputies held in Portland
Tuesday, the 29th of November.
Mr. Leon II. Ingalls is away buying
fur for market.

the barn l.e looked up toward the rafters and saw his man hanging with a
rope around bis waist.
"
'What are you up to, Pat? he

asked.
"ΌΓιη hanging meself, begobs!' the
Irishman replied.
"
Maine News Notes.
'Why don't you put it around your
nock V
"
'Faith, Oi did, but 01 couldn't
Booker T. Washington addressed large
of
audiences in Portland and Bangor last braytl e.' was the unsmiling reply
the man from the Emerald Isle."—Louweek.
The Maine log cabin at the world's
fair has been sold for $2000, to be taken
to Atlantic city.

Everett Carr of Palmyra committed
suicide Wednesday by shooting with a
revolver. The young man was in poor
health and despondent.
Ten American tishing craft were recently seized by Canadian officials for
illegal Ashing in a tributary of Passaninuuoddv Bav. Each boat was fined a
total of $400. The fines will be paid,
and there will be no international disturbance—indeed, there is no occasion
for any.

Harjula,

young Finn of about
10 years, is in a serious condition at
Rockland as the result of a revolver shot
through his lungs, which he reports was
fired by highwaymen who held him up.
The police think he fired the shot himself, but the physicians say he could not
have done it.
John

a

The inhabitants of Trenton

are^pend-

ing all their spare moments in wait for
a shot at the black fox which has been
times seen in their vicinity.
several
Though bold and not averse to paying
visits to door yards and hen houses
Reynard has thus far not belied his
name

isville Courier-Journal.

CImih In Tnrlcer.
The people of Turkey are classified
us three dusses—the wealthy, the people of ordinary menus and the poor.
The wages which the poor are puid
range from 2d to 25 cents a day. Some
of the girls who work in the silk manufactories are paid as low as 6 and Τ

cents for α hard day's work. The maof Turkey,
! jority of the Inhabitants
by the wuy. nre employed In the manufacture of silk. Farming Is carried on
very little, which is due to the small

profits

wimou

it

onngs

auu

iu

iuo

scarcity of machinery. There are many
wealthy people In Turkey, some of
whom are said to be worth $2,000,000,
and they

spend freely.

Tli· Gmntlntf Ox.
One of the largest of the mammalia
of Tibet Is the yak, or grunting ox.
Standing between five and six feet
high at the shoulders, the bulk of this
little
strange looking creature Is not a
exaggerated by the enormous growth
of hair upon the lower part of the body
»od tall. Beneath the outer coat, more-

Find the

the regiment, made him
ant of the company.

acting

lieuten-

have
commissioners
The railroad
announced their decision on the Maine
Central railroad wreck near the State
fair grounds in Lewiston Sept. 20th,
where five people lost their lives. The
commissioners attached the blame largely to Thomas L. Breckinridge, a yardman, who left the switch open, as they
believe. Although he testifies to the
contrary the commissioners think he was
mistaken. Fred M. Crockett, who was
in charge of the shifting train, is also
held partly to blame for violating rule
No. 100 of the railroad, which stipulates
that he should have known the condition
of the switch. The commissioners quote
three rules which were more or less
violated. No direct blame was attached
to the railroad company.

The Beauty of a Pace.
There an? fuies so fluid with expresilon. so flushed and rippled by the
îluy of thought, that we can hardly
ind what the mere features really are.
IVlien the delicious boauty of linealients loses its power it is because a
tiore delicious beauty has appeared—
.hat an interior and durable form has
been disclosed.

HE

CUKED

3NE LOT

30x72 inches.

colors,

the irritated

cures

mucous

"Wat is yer goln't' do wld dat saw,
Mr. Doctor?" asked the alarmed colored pu tient in the hospital ward as he
saw the surgeon come in the room
with a saw and other instruments.
"Oh, Sam." replied the physician,
with a 2 by 0 smile, "I'm Just going to

Kiteflying Animal·.
Animal locomotion sometimes shows
home it is a replica."
Such a response wasn't necessary to show Itself In forms not unlike kiteflying and
thp country that Vardaman is a boor, parachuting. The "parachuting anifor it was known before; but it did call mals" are mammals—flying squirrels of
attention to the fact, which it would various kinds- -birds (the pigeon), rephave been better not to do.
tiles, flying flshes. Among the "kitefliers" <ire spiders and flies.—Davis'
There is said to be a difference be- "Natural History of Animals."
and
winter
tween the summer
stamps
sent out by the post office department,
The Eooloary of Matrhnoay.
the difference being principally in the
"Monster!" said she, weeping. "Now
is
summer or the
it
the
Whether
gnm.
call me a hen, but before I married
winter kind which tear easier through jrou
the nlddle than where perforated, is not you you called me a duck!"
"I was an ass to do it," said be

Personal.

,'loomlly. "I didn't know you were a
loose then."

The sophomore prize declamation at the
University of Maine Friday evening was
won by Reginald E. Robinson of Oxford,
whose selection was "Vesuvius and the

Generosity.
Robert—Do you believe that big ears
ire a sign of generosity?

Egyptian."

^

Richard—8ure; the generosity of

ture.—Puck.

»

na-

pattern», rich
$3,87

carpeting samples,

27x45

inches,

many

colors, finished end»,
75c.

PILLOW TOPS
We have

just

ONE LOT of tops,

received
some

line of the latest Pillow

a new

to work and some

pictures,

Tops.

with and without

back,

Men's Fur Coats.

This cold, wintry weather

must suggest to you the need
of one of our nice Fur Coats
to keep you warm this winter
We have several

Among

grades
ihtm

to select from.
are

the

Wombat, Black Martin,

Bear and

mem·

of the air passages.
This treatment has been so successful,
curing O'J per cent, of all who have used
it, that Hyomei is now sold by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co. under an absolute guarantee to refund the money if it does not
benefit. You run no risk whatever in
buying Hyomei. If it did not possess
unusual powers to cure, it could not be
sold upon this plan.
The complete llyomei outfit costs $1
and comprises a hard rubber inhaler, a
The
bottle of Hyomei and a dropper.
inhaler will last a lifetime; and additional bottles of Hyomei can be obtained for

Galloway

Coats

At prices from $14 to $25.
We also have a large line of Corduroy, Woolen and
oats lined with Lamb's wool. Price» $3.75 to $6.50.

Canvas (

Call and

see

them.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

50 cents.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

CletQtri and baMitifkf tlic hair.
IVumutc· a luiuriant ffruwlh.
Never Falls to Bcatoro Or«y
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cuiei >calp diwatri k hair falling.

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Oculist,

Elm House, Norway
Oct. iS, and 3d Tueiday
Office
of each following month.
hours, 10:3ο a m. to 4 p. M.
will be

Tuesday,
Eyes

at

Examined free.

Astray.

Came into my enclosure Nov. 15
a heifer that the owner can have by
proving property and paying charges
MANLEY W. BESSEY,

Rural Free Delivery hag made it
possible for people, miles away from
the publication office, to revel in the
of issue.
luxury of a newspaper on the day
The Daily Eastern Argus teems with Local, State,

I

1905
National and

Its Business, Financial and
Wires.
Foreign News Fresh From The
Women's Interests
Departments, Sports, Music and Drama and

Shipping

DemoHome Taper.
features that make it A Most Desirable
to advocate that party's principles
continue
will
it
in
cratic
politics

are

in its famous fearless manner.
the Saturday Daily
The Weekly Λ runs—whose readers also receive
covers the same ground as that of the Daily,
Argus Free—practically
to Maine News, Business,
in condensed form, special attention being given
and
Reports.
Market
Shipping
Financial,

is sent for 50 cents
or $6.00 per year in advance,
month
per
Transportatlou.
and $7.00 at the end of the year.
Ou December 14th, 1901. the Superintending
School Committee of tbe town of Parle will conTeo
Weekly Argus,—INCLUDING
sider bide for the transport lion of pupils for the
SATURDAY EDITION of the
ensuing term or terme In the following district», TIIE
in
viz : Bolster, Forbes, Snow's Kails, Whttlcmore
copy, one year, $1.50
All bide must Daily—One
St-arne Hill districts, so-calle I.
be In writing, eeale<l, and près* η ted to the under advance or $2.00 at the end of the year.
signed before noon of December 14th, 1004. In. Clubs of
5, $5.00 in advance.
formation as to routes may be had of the Super

Town of Paris.

Daily Argus

The

EMU MUS PUB. CO.
99 EXCHANGE ST,

PORTLAND,
MAINE.

Intcndcnt of Schools.
Tbe light It reserved to

reject anv or all bids
ALTON C. WHERf.KR,
Supt. Of Schools

Wanted.
Lady or gentleman

of fair education to travel

$190,000 capital. Salary #1,072 per
year and expenses, paid weekly. Address
M.PEKCIVAL, South Pari·, Me.

for

firm of

a

Ν.

For Sale.

approves.

of whose last

flowered

Oriental, and

patterns, and a variety of colors,
98c.
3NE LOT Smyrna Rugs, 30x00 inches, fringed ends, neat pattern», good color»,

Dayton
Have

A number of good young cows,
Diamond Ink.
One pair
two new milch.
President Francis of the world's fair
So called diamond Ink for writing on including
sent a telegram to Governor Vardaman
of rteers, fancy matched, white faces,
and
fluoric
acid
of
Is
a
compound
of Mississippi, telling him that Presi- glass
The latter has no effect, it one and one-half years old, all handy.
dent Roosevelt, when at the fair, visited barium.
One horse, weight
Four shotes.
and greatly admired the Mississippi being simply a white powder to give
or doubuilding, and the governor wired this body to the acid. The ink can be used eleven hundred, good single
"It is of course with a rubber hand stamp, and it ble.
One good box heater. Call on
characteristic reply:
gratifying to the people of Mississippi should be allowed to remain fifteen or address,
to know that they have done one thing minutes, when the barium will brush
A. J. PENLEY.
that the President of the United States
leaving the design on the glass.
off,
adPresident's
the
Doubtless

miration of the Mississippi building is
due to bis admiration of Jefferson Davis,

qo
$2.50

3NE LOT Smyrna Mats, 18x30, pretty

OK

Hebron, Maine.

See and Saw.

<,h

.........

3NE LOT tapestry

There is no roundabout way in Hyomei's medicinal action; it does nut try to
cure a disease of the head by putting
medicine in the stomach. It fills the air
you breathe with balsamic healing, that
soothes the irritated and smarting membrane, destroys the germs of catarrh that
are present in the head and throat, and
itf the only treatment that can be relied
upon to cure.
When using Hyomei the air you
breathe will be like that on the moun:
tains high above the sea level, filled with
volatile, antiseptic fragrance that heals

braqf

Rugs,
moquet Rugs,

flowered and scroll pattern,

inches,

27x00

by Hyomei.

and

$|

3NE LOT moquet Rugs, 18x30 inches, neat pattern, finished end,
3NE LOT moquet

CATARRH-COSTS NOTHING IF IT FAII.8.
Breathe llyomei for a few minutes
four times a dav, through the neat
pocket inhaler that comes with every
outfit, and benefit will be seen at once.
Continue this treatment for a short time,
and your catarrh will have been cured

Rainbow.

I have seldom seen a sky without
ment commission has but recently re- some bit of rainbow In it Sometimes
turned from Georgia, where Maine's I can make others see It, sometimes
tribute to her brave sons was dedicated not. but I always like to try, and if I
with
appropriate ceremonies, was in fall I harbor no worse thought of them
command of the smallest company for
than that they have not had their eyes
the longest time of any officer in the
examined and fitted with glasses which
19th
of
the
D
was
in
Co.
He
War.
Civil
would at least have helped their vision.
one
had
43
and
for
only
days
Maine,
man—John White of Belfast—all the -W. D. Ilowclls.

AND

48 in* hee

.....

RUGS.

It

causes.

figured patterns, heavy weight,

OTHER STYLES ÂT $5.08.

KILLS CATARRH GERMS.

BREATHE II TOM EI

be worth at least a hundred dollars.

Levi M. Poor of Augusta, who as a
member of the Andersonville monu-

......

DNE LOT Portieres, plain colors, and
wide, 3 yards long, fringed ends,

The

When you want a pleasant purgative
try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liyer
Too Miek.
Tablets. They are easy to take and
to say,
produce no nausea, griping or other dis· Judge—Have you anything
agreeable effect. For sale by Sburtleff ; rlsoner? The Prisoner—No, your bonday morning at the home of his aunt, ft Go., South Paris; Jooss Drug Store, j r, I expect what you say'11 be plantar.
Mrs. Martha Reoord.
Oxford; Noyes Drag Store, Norway.

\

TABLE COVERS.

having

colt

Mrs. Emma Bonney and
daughter
Jessie went to North Tamer Sunday.
Levi Turner spent Sunday at Harry

had

Prairie Dog.
never fails to tone the stomach, regulate
stimulate the
There is no burrowing animal which the Kidneys and Bowels,
several pleasant hours together and did
and clarify the blood. Run down
Liver,
the
than
more
with
works
Intelligence
good justice to a plentiful repast. The
benefit particularly and all the
prairie dog. He never commits the er- systems
following were those present:
usual attending aches vanish under its
in
a
place
Mr. and Mr·. Thomas P. Jackson, Brownton, ror of making his mound
searching and thorough effectiveness.
Minn.
which may l»e submerged by water. In Electric Bitters is only 50c., and that is
Will 8. Jackson, Wert Paris.
small boy returned if it don't give perfect satisMr. and Mrs. Geo. ▲. Jackson and baby, a western Kansas town α
Snow's Kails.
caught a young dog aift fixed a home faction. Guaranteed by P. A. ShurtMr. and Mrs. Fred 8. Jackson and two chilfor it In (he cellar of bis father's house. leff <& Co., South Paris, West Paris.
dren. Paris.
J. Fred Monk, North Bridrton.
The dog went to work almost at once
North
A petition will be presented to the
8.
Mrs.
Luther
BrldgMr and
Monk,
It
to dig a tunnel to the open air.
ton.
governor and council, asking for the parof
the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. Monk, South Parts.
wall
went down under the stone
don of Calvin Graves, now in prison at
Mr. and Mrs. Gea. B. Stone and daughter,
cellar and up to the surface at a point Thomaeton, for the murder of Game
Paris.
it
Ben N. Sf>ne. Hebron.
Wardens Hill and Miles, in Washington
about 100 feet from the house. But
Mr. and Mrs. L. Kimball Stone, Paris.
found that its point of exit was in the county, in the fall of 1880.
H. P. Hammond, Paris.
A unis (I. Stone, North Bridgton.
middle of a well traveled road. It went
A FRIGÎITENED HORSE.
back and dug another gallery In au
East Bethel.
like mad down the street
Running
the
first,
emergfrom
direction
the occupants, or a hundred
Miss Blanch Bartlett has returned ohlbiue
dumping
carearth
The
ing In α plot of grass.
home from Portland.
other accidents, are every day occurMrs. S. E. Rich from Auburn visited ried back Into the cellar In this digging rences. It behooves everybody to have
would more than fill a wagon box. a reliable Salve handy, and there's none
here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Austin are at his For several years the dog lived on the as good as Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Eczema and Piles,
old home place here.
pre:nlses, making the cellar Its base of Burns, Cuts, Sores,
its eoothing
Miss Amy Bartlett from Gorham Norbut going to the open air nt disappear quickly under
operations,
effect. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff &
mal School spent Thanksgiving week wil!
its gallery.—Kansas City
through
with her parents here.
C'o.'s Drug Stores, South Paris, West
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett recently had two Journal.
Paris.
dressed
when
killed
that
weighed
hogs
W lint.He Wna I'p To.
A COSTLY MISTAKE.
557 and 490 pounds, all which he has
"Do you know of the only Irishman
Blunders are sometimes very expenpacked for family use.
who ever committed suicide?" asked sive. Occasionally life itself is the price
Denmark.
the story teller. "You know It is said of a mistake, but you'll never be wrong
Mr. Will Ordway has been in Portland that Irishmen never commit suicide, if you take Dr. King's New Life Pills
Headache,
for Dyspepsia,
at the hospital the past two weeks for
Dizziness,
and when the argument was advanced
Liver or Bowel troubles.
treatment of the eyes.
They are
In a crowd of that nationality he was
at F. A.
cents
25
The Dew Drop Inn is again vacant,
yet
thorough.
gentle
his
show
he decided to
moved to WestT)en- so unstrung that
Shurtleff & Co.'s, South Paris, West
the parties
opponents that Irishmen do sometimes Paris.
mark.
disMr. Fred Sanborn was in Portland commit a rash act. He accordingly
appeared, and the man who employed
Wednesday on business.
Mr. John Boston is not dead as was him started a search. When he got to

West Buclcfield.
Guy Foster returned from Michigan stated.

last week.
Frank Foster got kicked

everything else

sign^

on full time.
The village schools commenced this
week Monday.
Teachers, Prof. Bragg
of Portland and Miss Mareton of Brownsee If I can saw- where your trouble
field.
is."—Exchange.
Mr. F. Farnliam, who has been quite
Chance Comment.
sick for a few days, has so far recovered
It Miff ht Be So.
as to leave his room.
"You weather prophets make a great
inwas
so
who
Mr. Ricker,
severely
have
a
Brazil
and
Peru
sighed treaty many mistakes," said the man who
jured by falling from the high beams in
looking to the peaceful settlement of the ineers.
his stable, is on the road to recovery.
between
the two
line
dispute
boundary
Mrs. Chapman is improving.
"Yes," answered the observer, "and
countries. It is good to see the cause
Mr. Frank Johnson has moved into his
all their
thus making progress, but If all the other people had
arbitration
of
Ile is building a very nice
new house.
what is needed in South America is mistakes published In the dally papers,
stable.
arbitration treaties between the citizene aa we do, I suspect that our record
Sherman Mack has bought a horse.
of the same country which will put a would seem pretty good."
stop to the o'er-frequent revolutions.

running

after

failed. Improvement came at once and
four bottles entirely cured her.'1 Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., South
Paris, West Taris. Price 50c. and #1.00.
Trial battles free.

Even murthan at any other tyme.
derers are said to lay to it the blame
of their foul deeds. No sooner, howREVOLUTION IMMINENT.
ever, does the southwest wind, blowA sure
approaching rovolt and
summits
and
the
snowy
dry
ing frqm
serious troubre in your system is nerand
health
in
thun
set
of tlfc Andes,
vousness, sleeplessness, or stomach upcomfort and peace are restored.
sets. Electric Bitters will quickly dis-

held at the homeaof Mrs. P. M. Holden,
when a number of her cousins spent

Knight.
Harold Walker is working for II. K. mother.
Mrs. S. C. Howe is now around the others being absent by sickness, death,
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New York who died in 1890. The will Godeent remedy. Respectfully yours,
took a dose of them after supper and THE NEW HOME IEWINB MACHINE COMPANY
E. A. Langfxldt, Μ. Α.,
K. L. Cumtuings has recently been was attacked by Mr. Fayerweather'»
ORANOE, MA··.
Rector of St. Luke'· Church. the next day felt like a new man and
granted a patent on a barrel headinj widow and two nieces, fraud being
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regardhave been feeling happy ever since,"
To Chamberlain Medicine Co.
press. This press, instead of forcing charged. The case has long been pendthe "Sew Home" is made
but
of
less
quality,
Texas.
This remedy ia for sale by Shurtleff & says Mr. J. W. Smith of Julifi,
the barrel head down by a screw, lik<
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
ing in the courts, but this is supposed to
and
troubles
stomach
OxFor
biliousness,
Jones
doei
come in and see them.
South
in
Store,
the common header so long
use,
Paris;
Drug
to
We make Sewing Machines to S"'t all conditions
be a final decision. Bowdoin will re- Co.,
-*andsatthe
constipation these Tablets bave no equal. of the trade. Tht "HewH··
it by a lever which operates a sort ο
ford; Noyea Drug Store, Norway.
ceive some over 9100,000.
for.
are
what
are
looking
and for these our
you
Price 25 cents. For sale by Shurtleff & head of all High-grade family
f machines
Th<
We are making the best
chain and pulley arrangement.
South Parle; Jones Drug Store, OxCOLE'S HEATor out of town—besides
only.
worth.
Sold by authorised de·».
are full
are much less thin elsewhere in town
press is practically all of iron, and ù
Burglars broke into the railroad Co.,
The young people of the Bites Streel
to ofler for your patronage, havcontain
considerably hea/ier than the time-hon Young People's Society, Lewiston depot at Norridgewock one night recent- ford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
and
inducements
to
have
from
we
cost
ERS
many
ored form. The barrel must also be se t
which was
an
three
have discovered a sociological problem ly, but got only one dollar,
added to our fine
This will tatwut Mother·.
ing
into the press. To a certain extent the»
mere comfort for the money than
dinner which thej the full amount in the money drawer
the
At
Thanksgiving
a smaller chair and table decorated
chair,
are disadvantages,
but they are moi< ,
Children
not
locked.
Powder·
for
was
which
Sweet
large
safe
Mother
the
Gray'·
after their annual custom, to cer- and
The annual meeting of the Oxford
in
Care FeTe'tihoe··, Bad etomaoh.Summer Rowe
than offset by the direct and rapid man gave
that will make many fine poses
in
tain poor children, they found somt
Trouble·, Teething Disorder·, move and régulât* Countv P. of H. Mutual Fire Insurner in which the work is accomplished
Burnt
who
die
PREVENTED.
their 3$ little guests
BILIOUS COLIC
the Bowel» and De»troy Worm·. Then never/Ml
more than the usual variety of
among
tale
on
have
Paris
We
held
South
will
be
at
ance
Co.
When the barrel is in position, a singl·
Over 30,000 testimonial·. At all druggists, 25c
not know what milk was and who, be
of
Chamberlain'·
Don't
dose
double
a
Take
Olm
S.
Article».
I
Allen
Addreaa
FREE.
Priut
hea<
mailed
and Blue
Dec. 31, 19^4, at 10
Sample
on
motion ol the lever brings the
Water
cause they had not seen it to recognize it !
MAINE.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as •ted, l.e Rot. Ν. T.
down squarely exactly to the poin t
PARIS,
SOUTH
Pant
in
M.,
it
coul<
to
take
and
for
refused
a
o'clock,/A.
search
as
food,
gifts
overlook these in your
soon as the first indication of the disease
where it is to be fastened, and holds i t
not be persuaded to drink it.
Hall, for the election of officers and
Aak Car All··'· F*«t-Ease, A Powder
ι
appears and a threatened attack may be
there firmly while the work on the bai
*""
warded off. Hundreds of people use the To «hake Into your ahoea. It rests the fett other business that may come before
rel is finished. Mr. Cummings has use<
For infants and Children.
Chfldran.
The latest fad of rich folks with sum remedy in this way with perfect succees. Makes walking easy. Cures Corna, Bunions, In «aid
and
/
Infants
f
For
,
it in packing apples for some time, au i
A
in Maine is to buy mot > For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paria; growing Nails, Swollen and Sweating feet.
finds that barrels can be headed mac h mer residence·
■
H. D. HAMMOND, Pres.
all druggist* and shoe store·. 16c. Dont accep
«
At Northeast Hat J one* Drugstore, Oxford; Noyea Drag
Altai
Address
TREE.
subetitute.
Sample
faster and with greater convenience tha a covered stone walls.
any
CHAS.
8. Ohnsted, Le Boy» *· Τ·
bor #50 a rod was the prioe paid.
Store,
Norway.
the
of
use
of
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old
form
press.
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Pendleton of Bates

RAILWAY.

College.

idle words

Trading Stamps

£

)n*
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^

~

Every Purchase
That has not had

S^thias

an

f

u

i

equivalent

ij

Elegant Perfumes.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR CHRISTMAS DISPLAY?

]

ing,

ji

Hudnut, Palmer, Ricksecker,

discount

J

$4.50

give

I

!

Packages

always

acceptable

!!

f.

Stamp

! F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.
;
I 2 Stores, j 5?»'» [ Maine.

!

BROOKS—The

WM. C. LEAVITT

ΤμΕ EDITOR'S WIFE

I

Store.
At,L

NORWAY,

Furs, Sweaters, Waists,
THE DULL SCHOLAR. Suits, Coats, Skirts,
Outing Underwear, Children's Coats and Bonnets

^

,'c.-second

Specialty

Ladies'

_

■

A FEW SHIRT WAIST SUITS AT $3.98.
Buy

promptly

properly

L·.

Telephone 18-4.

Look

M. LUIVFT,
136 Main St., Norway.

remedy

DESIRABLE PLACE-

rt

Winter Overshirts.

FOR SALE.

Jersey

striped

JACKSON,

COUCH

Κ ILL

LUNC8

CURE

jersey

Dr. King's
New Discovery

■

FOR I

DANA

THE

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

—

H.

ESTABLISHED

bT foster,

NORWAY,

1831

MAINE.

The ONLY Agricultural -NEWSpaper,
Leading Agncnltnral Jonrnal

Worli

pair

preciated

Boots, Overshoes,

{

acceptable

Slippers and Leggins.

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.
Prices

HILLS,

Optician.

conclu-1

LowestPricesmOxfordGouiitv.

SPECIAL

House

Come in and

see

IN OPERA HOUSE

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

just

HEAVY WORK TROUSERS.

One lot of Hats for $1.50

Let.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

BLUE STORE8.
==J
NEED HEAVY CLOTHING?

NORWAY, MAINE.

good

call and

right.

&NO-W£T

these

$3·°°·

AT

Story-and-a-half

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

JACKETS.

SWEATERS and WESCUTS.
Underwear, Caps, Gloves, Mittens, Hose.

CASTORIA
Th· Kiiid You Han Always Bought

A Hot

3uest

give

Subject I

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Herald Oak Stoves,

Eot

Herald

They

J

money's

ANNUAL ΠΕΕΤΙΝΟ.

They

$).25

$10,

sight.

j

Saturday,

meeting

EDWARDS, Secy.

Χ

The Cottage Studio

Cooking Ranges,

Cole's Heaters.

I

anything

J. P. Richardson,

Grange

For $1.00

$3.00 per dozen,

photographs

just
posing
elegant
pyrQgraphy,

Wood,

equipment

TteKtalYaiHmAhnisBought

)

Si?

prices

backgrounds,

possible.
(Calendar*,

Color»,

!

CASTORIA

money's

CASTORIA
TlwIUaiYw Hail Alms Bought

6.50

REACH THE SPOT.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

To

—

In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the kid-

neys.
Charles Bierbach, stone contractor,
living at 2625 Chestnut St, Erie, Pa*
two
"For
says :

up stock

^BSÎSCTl·*"!*.1 ^
there
and ki,dkMy

■ KrAp'ÛBtf H trouble,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

i ϊ\ί ν
V
Im

Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

*Wbif
•nick)/ Mflftiiln »ur υι>ι«,,,η
(oromunlcaln*»n!">n «probably patentable.
I utenu
t toneetrletlyconSUcntlal. Handbook on
patent*.
»ent froe. UlM atfem'T fur
1'mteuts taken torouu'h Munu A Co. n?c«XTt
to the
n^fc*. wtf h«»ut

unable

to

tired

and

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Bierbach will
be mailed on application to any part of
the I'nited States. Address Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo. Ν. T. For sale by
oil druggists; price, 50 cents per box.

Scientific American.

rawest cIt-

Sunn 5 Co.""—'New Tort
Braocb Oflc·. «36 F SU. WaehUwton, Ιλ &

Sour
W. Η. Winchester, Stomach

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Berlin,

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Ν. H.

-

MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone

Connection.

NORWAY.

Mr. Benson was plowing tbe ten acre
field, and his wife came out to bring
him ble dinner. She brought Bennle.
tbe slx-months-old baby.
The day was warm and Bonnie fell
fast asleep, so bis mother laid blm on
a quilt In a fence corner where some
buahes shaded him and sat down to

FONDANT.

one
Two cup. of brown
maple eyrup, one <cup of hot wat
the next generation will see the present
pinch ol cream of »'<"·
teachings thrown out, and a general reurUir lnto
Science
of

cupo^

sugar,

k,ÎlîibXc"ok. evenly .11 ον«Λ·

News.

>»\° ^„rihé'eni«
™lted
"ϊίώι
ft ΚΤΛ

jJJJJJ·,
"'"^^'τό Boit,

haÎJ {. in the
emallnf b^niJa in this top,
hollow, fold
flavoring
untS
do
thil
into the sugar. ^itTnwto
Continue
bM
by
ta8Sldy°
been
added. uir
Use different kinds of

It's odd. for this crew's dressed in flowing robes of white.

I'm not hypercritical; I persevere
In study of art; 1 Judge without fear.

piecee

I wUh to be square. Let me advise:
In art as all else. Just work to be wise.

CHEBRY DROPS.

Sllau'Vaii p°r8ess

prosecuting

P^»?

Famuei

Untermyer

Snds

The populace was
man's town.
kind
angry, and an outbreak of some
was feared.
Well, in the midst of these
MAPLE DATES.
alarms, the police .official was walking
M..U1 a bit of maple fondant into a ball homeward
very late one night. As he
and roll until about the leingt ο a
passed a certain tall post, he saw a
■rake the stone
placard on it.
in
the
"'Ha!1 he said to himself, 'this is a
together, allowing placard of a revolutionary, auarchistic
edges of the, d
Df the dough nature. I'll tear it down.'
the date. Boll in
"And, accordingly, though he was a
granulated sugar.
heavy man and long past middle age,
of the tall
PEPPERMINTS. the official climbed to the top
WALNUT
CHOCOLATE
pole, tore off the placard, and descended
with it in his teeth. Safe on the ground
again, he struck a match to read the paIt contained, he found, the words,
per.
minutes and be care
'Freeh Paint.'
the
the
of poppersi* drops of
stove, add .lx
A Lesson in Journalism.
mint or a teaepMnfol oftte essence and
Professor in Journalism: "Mr. Spinks,
beat
do if a man fell down
of , what would you
in front of the office and stubbed his
on

until

paper and

f°^ant

is oblong in shape.
in chocolate.

dip

^the
^

îSrtïflen^o4?

11.
to free from to a young animal.
Change pertaining to the air to pertaining to a series. 12. Change a mascu-

Dry this

{|,ch

Md0°o«^'PV°'
γΛΓ-,-ϊ:
Int°llTÏ»°
""ft

In politics.

drê» theoîl

e«e^

vigoroueljontllitMP»^^

No. 3β4.—Arithmetical Pnssle.
Add 100 to a wild animal and make a

on

application.

toe?"

££Π!£« Ô»

Bitters Cleanse the System
and Purify the Blood «M

$1.00

PKTK'S HOOPS!

then he Htopped short, nnd no coaxing
tliVeutenlng could muUe him lift »

or

foot.
"A

simple

low

A perfect Remedy forConstipaΠοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

as

Agent,

Franklin U

Facsimile Signature

harf,

big enough

j

j

Mouldings s,JL

Paris and Oxford
subscribe for a

L. M. TUFTS,

to

DR. PRICE'S
FOOD
WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

|

PalaAaUe-MfWm-Euy of DigtsilN and Rsadyti Eat

|

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOT» A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
χ

ALSO£DGALER

IN COAL AND WOOD.

well;

Boil
cup
ing. Every now and then ibe spends
P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
milk together. Ona-half of a cupful of honrs at it."
with
mixed
chooolate
just
"What does she write?"
scraped
Him—I think a man should marry a | enough of the boiling milk and molasses
"Postscripts."
It
rob
then
moisten
perfectly
to
it,
girl he has known from childhood.
and
of
two
with
a
man
knew
smooth
sugar
if
cnpfnls
a girl
Her—Yea, but
A PLEASANT PILL.
j
a
from childhood she would probably know | stir It into the boiling liquid, adding
No Pill Is as pleasant and positive as
of an egg. Boll
size
the
of
butter
better than to marry him.
piece
DeWitt's Little Early Risers. DeWitt's
twenty minutes. Drop a little in cold Little
Early Risers are so mild and efif it hardens pour in a bat-1
and
water
When yon feel like sighing—sing,
fective that children, delicate ladies and
score.~MoCairs.
and
dish
fcered
never
pleasure bring,
weak people enjoy their cleansing effect,
Sighing will
'
and
Learn to laugh, yon can laugh and
say they are the beat
Serviceable waists for utility wear are while strong people
Sold by F. ▲. Shurtleff
laugh right
c» sheer·, lusters, liter pills sold.
of
made
albatross,
By
ting Rocky Mountain Tea at night.
ft Go.
Orin Stevens; t. ▲. Sketkff é Oo.
~

Ί
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[rarushlng

with It

▲ Paw Biff Word*.
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him in toucli with the

items of interest to himself and

REOT EDI

family.

to

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

give

<a I i «taction

Ely's Cream Balm

will

Gives Relief at once.
It clcannee, soothe»
and hcnle the diseased

It curee
membrane.
catarrh
and
drives.
away a cold In the

supply

your

household.

NEEDS

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
special matter for every mem
ber of his family.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,
will post you every week on all
important agricultural topics of
the day, and ehow yoiThow to
make money from the farm.

—

EAÎ'Kc.i.V.îCOLD ί» HEAD

Any person sending

_

protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses of
and Smell. Full Size, AO cents, at Mrugglsts or by mall. Trial size 10 cents, by mall.
ELY 15 ROT HERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.

Taste

E. W.

admirably

wants for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in
every

•

|

CIIAKDLEK,

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside

One Year For

I

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

or

1

Jutelde work, send In your orders Fine Lum
and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farmer

Builders' Finish I

$1.75.

CUT THIS OUT===SEND TO-DAY

•-cr

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.l
Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

Γ,

W.

6

g

M»lre

South Paris,

Maine.

X
X

Send Democrat to

§

case,

χ

Y
r

V

to

Y

Signed

g NOTE,

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,

0

X

Send Farmer

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

X

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
Oxford
will
please send to the address below The
you
Year:
One
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for

9,

CHANDLER,

iiinioei

£
may be sent to different
addresses if desired
g

The

Papers

for$185.

One walnut case Toole piano, almost
new, for 9300, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum11 stops, that I will sell at a
ford

Falls,
great trade.

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for •55.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for $45.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for §65.

1

QUAKER RANGE

One second hand square piano, a uice
one, for 9115, worth $140.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Wheeler,

BILL'ROI BLOCK,

*Vnl«i«

4**ilh Purl*.

A. W. Walker & Son.
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO

Cement sidewalks made in 18 and
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
order
yard. Cements steps made to
South Paris, Maine.

The following are examples of eight
ryllable words in the English language:
Anthropomentamorphosls, antleuperlaturallsm, anticonstltutlonailst, anhylrohepsiterlou, latromathematlclan, lnIndividualisation,
ramprehenslblllty,

First five years of St. Nicholas Magasine bound or unbound in good con-

ty, unlntelligibliity, valetudinarianism
m4 Tifi—ltndlnsHtT

Paris, Ms.

lyncategorematical, unconstitutionali-

keep

doings of hie neighbors, and all

PRACTICAL OPTICIAN,
South
St.,

—

County should

Weekly Newspaper

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

WHAT BECOMES OF IT

Farmer

Good Local

SOUTH PARIS.

j

-

Every
Up=to=Date

who is interested in the news of

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

«are

$1.75

-

Wide=Awake
Farmer

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

la

AND——.

Every

Portrait Work

Nichols St.,

new *om cmr.

FOR ONE YEAR FOR

Mats, Mirrors

top'of

mm

m s

ι

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

and Pictures,

High G'ade

jC

—

Picture Frames

&

i>l(l

ν

I

The Oxford Democrat

Nervousness, peevish-

and a lsmmid fcelinit all
lndicaletrouhlesthat are traced
usually to the stomach, and
quicktelief follow· the use of
Dr.Trae'a Kllxtr. Over Myejinin use.
All dnifTKlsts.Stc. Write forfree booklet,
"Children and Their Diseases."
JR. i. F. TRUE & CO.. Auburn. M·.

Ile l'Irked t .» «lie- Π.ιΙΙ.
One ufierii.Mii when voyaging to India K. of Κ. was dozing lu his (lock
clialr, when a little lady of tliree or
four summers let her ball tly Into Ills
face, whence It rolled to his feet
Lord Kitchener woke up. says M. A.
P., and turned upon the child that
basilisk gaze before which the hearts
of strong men have often turned to wa-

WANTED.

111)

ATTENTION FARMERS!

ELIXIR

ness

s

TNB enmw* WWW.

la the great remedy for childhood complaint*. Kor stomach and bowel disorders, indiKntion, con»tipatiun, poor
appetite, fevers and » urine it is un

equaled.

ο ■

EXACT COPY or WBARPCR.

Dr. True's

to ride him now.—Worces-

J

J

111

Dust

It need» only a
little watchfulness to
keep children IiikihxI health.
Look fortheayinptoniH of little
ilia nnd treat them promptly to
ward off mora wrtoux Hlckneae.

cried Mrs. Benson.
Old I'ete was forgotten, while the
farmer and his wife both searched for
And where do you think
the child.
they found him? Right in front of old
If the mule hud mude
Pete's hoofs!
one step forward he must have stepped on the baby. If he had even managed to step over him curefully, he
must huve dragged the plow upon blm.
Bennle's mother hugged the mule—
and I suppose It wus tbe first time
*
anybody over petted him In his life.
But you may be sure that Pete was
He le growing old on Mr.
not sold.
Benson's farm, and Bennie is getting

of

NEW YORK.
Alb

Children

the meanest thing on
earth," shouted Mr. Benson. "I'm going to sell this one. Ill, there! You
And be slapped the Unes on
l'ete!"
Pete's buck till they rtlttled. But the
mule only shrugged bis shoulders.
"Oh, the baby! The buby's gone!"

I

help.

F. LISCOMB,

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

*

00.

Healthy

mule's

||l
isfe

|

always

of

fkt^taiOUDrSiMUELFtKHSR

Portland, Me

South Paris Savings Bank,

Wrong Eyeglasses

Contains neither
nor Mineral
Not Narcotic
ness and Rest

(Mum,Morphine

ÀbcSmMt

eta'erooms

as

Signature

/W^efaw Smd>~

$1

rates

Bears the

H 11.1) Κ I. Ν

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·

S'aamsfip Company.

Portland to Boston,

|

il

I M \MS/(

TheTrue"L.F."Atwoafs

J.

BIOUT IN FRONT OK OLD

Always Bought

ÂVfegetabfe Preparation for As-

simila ling the Food andReg ulating the Stomachs andBowels of

Freight

that

Official Fidelity Rewarded.

'ft

The Kind You Have

—

attor-

CK*AMB;

Answer—B-ay, s-ay.
1. Change a pronoun to a conjunction. 2. Change base to at present. 3.
Change a period.of time into high pric4. Change spoke to a sudden ated.
5. Change was seated to contack.
0. Change part of the head to
sume.
strife. 7. Change a bag to a masculine
nickname. S. Change a respectful title
U. Change an opening
to utmosphere.
10. Change
to a covering for the head.

mous

court the

is a foe to hasty
d dip ln measures of all kinds. "It is best,"
Mr. Untermeyer said at a recent dinner
a. candied cherr, in New
York, "to go slow always—to go
lightly on top of each piece.
slow—to keep cool—to be calm. I reCHOCOLATE ALMOND
member to have heard of a certain police
official who once came to grief through
his hasty and rash methods.
ball, iress mtu
between the
"There was a tumult of some sort in

one

l en

Years

other lines.

.·

Roil vanilla '«"dantto»
place on paper and

No.

Make

leaving the

ney indignantly told his opponent
he should not have put the question,
over
and that be must have known that it
to
would not be allowed.
"Tes, I did," was the answer: "but I
exame
and felt sure that you
different knew you, too,
would object at the right time. You
three-cornerhearts,
should have waited for the answer, as it
and squares.
would have been 'No.*11

slopes—diamonds,
ed

disagreeing I'm letting you do;
Opinions are fr«-e for myself or for you.
And ail

—

1H

For Infanta and Children.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and Indiii Wharf, Boston,
daily except Sunday, at 7 p. m.

ϊ2ΐ^4«^·^τΒ
take a piece in the
then form a
pour a few drops of

had felt

REDUCED RATES

lo^flnser^a

3tlS.—Carpenter's Tool*.
[Four concealed tools.]
The boat on the Nile Is a singular sight,

than DC

Portland Division.

Objected too Soon.
boil The beet teet of know ng *
clebrated lawyer won a case in
A
the fondant ie oooked enough l. th.f«l·
which he had no apparent chance, by
lowing; hold the
MP'«
having the magistrate's clerk put in the
witness-box. He made him admit that
be bad been in the room when the judge
was discussing the case on trial; then
a
Into
«d
1. Apt to be the ease.
he asked him: "You were in
»" "■·'"·· suddenly
2. What a wise man once said.
the room, sir, and did you not hear the
magistrate say there was not a rag of a
No. 361.—Charade.
case against my unhappy client?"
The prosecuting counsel objected, and
My flret to the past tense of a verb and work thoroughly
ruled to be inadmissible.
meaning to rest. My second is a pro- no lumps and is in good condition χfor the question was
But the jurors had heard it, and had
My molding into diHerent
noun.
My third means value.
heard the answer stopped. The dissatis„
whole is to soak completely.
maple
thus produced in their minds
β.-ΟΓ it, faction
beating to make it créa
made them acquit the prisoner. After
until
No.

|

U*
Him
reelI
Better

Eastern

theories.—Popular

casting
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CASTQRIA

"Allow me to writ· yoa the*·
'iv "nes 10 tet you know that I
have taken one bottle of your
L F· Bitter· for my blood, and
am pleased to say that I am feel··
lng now as I bar· not felt for ·
long time, In fact, ten year*. I
am recommending your True "L
p.· Bitters to an my frlendaand
telling them what good It has
done for me. You may use my
name If you wish."
Alfred J.
Pooler, Fairfield, Maint

Made

Why Pete Wasn't Sold

Mr. Spinks: "I should think the cirmap.
nvuvb
cumstance too trivial to be noted."
Add 5 to a disease and make IndefiIn the District Court of the United Stated tor the
Professor: "Mr. Spinks, there you ter.
Hut the child was in nowise
nite.
it and slip it off on to
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
would be wrong. In old times, say ten abashed. "Pick up my ball." she said
Add 5 to a frozen liquid and make desired a second coating q{ chocoiate
In the matter of
Ί
have
been
course would
Lord Kitchener frownwhUe years ago, your
β
^
CHARLES H. GILBERT,
can be given "h"
evil doings.
but the larger journal- Imperatively.
Individually and :\s a mem· In
half an eminently proper,
"Pick up my
ed and answered not
pre„
methods.
demands
of
of
of
the ^partnership
ber
larger
to-day
|
each pop- ism
NOTICE.
the
the small damsel InNo. 3tt5.—Word Square·.
Gilbert brothers of Canton,
In the circumstances mentioned, your ball," reiterated
Bankrupt, j
a nurse ?"
A word used mucli In | permint.
The subscriber· hereby give notice thai they I
1. Naked.
first duty would be to write half a sistently. "Have not you got
have been <luly appointed executor» of the last |
To llie creditors of Charles H. Gilbert In the
Finishes.
In
an awful voice.
of
To
tear.
Kitchener
Lord
l)Al£S·
humorous
churches.
UA
It
the
said
81
on
column
possibilities
:
will an· 1 testament of
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
a column The Interrogative mood was answered
REUEL O. MOl/LTON, late of Sweden,
Notice ti hereby given that on the 19th da ν of
2. To sway. l'art of verb to bo. To
Make a slit in the side of each date and the laws of gravitation. Next,
In the County of Oxford, decease·!. AU persons Nov.. Λ. L>. 1904, the said Charles Η Gilbert
méthode of laying side- by the Imperative, "Pick up ipy ball."
remove the stone, replacing this with a on the different
having demands against the estate of said de- was duly adjudicate*! bankrupt; and that the first gain.
the brick indusceased are desired to premsnt the same for settle- meeting of his creditor· will be hel«l at the
Lord Kitchener looked round despairlittle roll of fondant about the same walks with a glance at
then half a column of the history of
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to Court House, in South Part», on the 7th
No. ::UO.—Metairram.
almond
a
blanched
with
try;
size
and
but re-enforcements were not in
shape
ingly.
10
o'clock
D.
at
A.
make pa ν ment Immediately.
1904,
of
I>ecember,
a
referday
Whole 1 am a great annoyance. pressed into the fondant. The fondant that particular street, and finally
HâPPY L. MOt'LTON.
"Where is your mother?" he
at which time the said
in the forenoon,
eight.
own
of
ence to the enterprise
your
paper
WILBUR D. MOULTON.
Nov. 15th, UAH.
creditors
may attend, prove their claims, Change my head and 1 become suc- can be made by the recipe for "white
"Pick up my ball." resaid weakly.
readers.
from
the
bankrupt,
applauding
Another sort of with quotations
appoint a trustee, examine
The ultimatum was
cessively a relish, a proof, to sleep, an fondant" given above.
the
tod transact such other business as may
girl.
peated
Mr.
And
might
you
Spinks,
a quarter
by-the-way,
article of dress, a humorous saying and confection is made by pressing
properly come before said meeting.
rXCLAUIKD DEPOSITS
To-morrow deivered In crescendo tones, which sugname.
South Paris, November 21, 1904.
of a walnut into each date in place of find out the man's
the tinest quality.
IN THE
GEO. A. WILSON,
the class will present a 2300 word ac- gested the Imminence of something
the stone.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
count of a dog fight in the street, includ- worse to follow, and Lord Kitchener
PRUNES.
No. 30T.-I)liiicnlird Celebrities.
STUFFED FRENCH
ing a 2000 word considération of the dog meekly compiled. Then he fled InconNOTICE OF SALE.
1. A long way off, the ludetlnlte arFor these you require some fine French in human sociology from the earliest
South Paris, Maine.
tinently to the smoke room.
PURSU ANT to a license from the Honorable
ticle and the time to work—A mau of j dessert prunes. Cut a slit in the side of times."—Boston Transcript.
of Probate, for th· County of Oxford, I
Judge
in
The following statement contains the name· shall sell at
each prune and remove the stone and
Earl? Christian Cnrilngi.
public auction on the twenty-fourth science.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.
the amount standing to his credit, the last known
and
day of December, Λ. D. 1904, at eleven ο clock In
2. A stout little horse and a miser- its place insert a roll of almond paste
it may be observed, continresidence or post office address and the fact of the
Cursing,
on the premises, all the right, title
to
Witch
forenoon,
"DeWitt's is the only genuine
set aside an htftir or two for the paste
death, If known, of every depoeltor In the· South :ind Interest which George H. Brlggs, late of able cave—A politician.
full
ued
In
vigor In Christian times, ofof
the
CenFor
Tucker
L.
a
surface.
J.
Parts Savings Bank, who has not made deposit,
Hazel Salve" writes
harden a little on the
Paris, In «sld County, deceased, had In and to
3. A kind of light cake and a preposiIII with our modem
or withdrawn any part thereof, or any part of
take four ounces of sweet almonds, tre, Ala. "I have used it in my family ten harmonizing
the following described real estate, vit.; The
paste
more
than
a
of
for
lb* dividends thereon,
period
tion—A writer on art.
homestead (arm, where said deceased last dwelt,
in with them three or four bitter for Piles, Cuts and Burns for years and notions of Christianity. Some are almixing
A> years next preceding November 1, IS04, and Is situated In "aid Parts, on both sides of the road
4. Sounds with meaning and good almonde and six ounces of powdered can recommend it to be the best Salve most horrible in their ferocity, as when
not known to the treasurer to be living.
leading from West Paris to Trap Corner, so^allTne sale to be of value—A poet.
ed. Subject to a mortgage.
Every family should the violator of the tomb Is told that
sugar. Blanch the almonde in boiling on the market.
1
β««
the equity of redemption.
5. To jolu In matrimony and a email water and rub the skins off, then soak keep it, as it is an invaluable household "he will lté accursed of God forever"
Dated this 2ltt day of November. 1904.
for two or three hours in cold water, remedy, and should always be kept on or that "he will give account to God,
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Admr.
preposition—A popular uoveliet
os
after which pound them to a paste in a hand for immediate use." Mrs. Samuel who will
Judge the quick and the
13
NOTICE.
No. 3βΜ.—Nation·.
mortar, adding now and then a few Gage, of North Bush, Ν. Y., says: "I dead."
There Is one which perhaps
S M
small
twelve
a
for
ankle
on
sore
had a fever
my
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
drops of white of egg, making
<s
The nation that names.
22
rather provoke a smile. The ofnas been duly appointed administrator of the
hole in the end of an egg for the pur- years that the doctors could not cure. will
Dec. 31.1374, « 4 67 estate of
The nation that charms.
Clara L. Mixer.
fender Is threatened with the curse
to
remedies
are
blood
and
the
almonds
salves
All
proved
After
ground
103.01
pose.
ALBERT L. SOUL*, late of Oxford,
Sophia and Geo. Lapham, Jan. iJ. InSJ,
The nution that limits.
and
add the sugar little by little. worthless. I could not walk for over of all the fathers of the N'lcene couna paste
Louise P. Uuruey,
in the County of Oxford, deceased,
The nation that delays.
W. Medford,
Dec 18, lStt.
<lven bonds as the law directs. All persons
Knead well with the hands, and set aside two years. Finally I was persuaded to cil. "Ho that throws rubbish in tills
deof
said
the
estate
demands
If
statement
having
against
1 hereby certify that the above
for a short time. It ie then ready for try DeWitt's Witch Ilazel Salve, which inclosure," the Inscription runs, "lias
ceased are desired to present the same for settrue to my beat knowledge and belief.
It is a
In the Country.
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
the anathema .roni the 318 fathers as
shaping into small balls to be pressed has completely cured me.
tiEORGE M. AT WOOD, Treasurer.
make
If pre- wonderful
DeWitt's Witch
to
relief."
payment Immediately.
cannot think of the into the slits in the prunes.
Nov. 10.1W4.
(who
Gladys
an enemy of God."
TRUMAN B. SOCLE.
Nov. 13th, 1904.
a
of
without
used
in
be
cures
Salve
Hazel
leaving
place
word "stile"»—Mamma, can I go and ferred, fondant may
Sidney Smith once alluded to a forty
almond paste for "stuffing" the prunes. scar. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
NOTICE·
sit on the fashion?"
parRon power—of preaching. If we reThe subscriber hereby give· notice that he
FUDGE.
NUT
"Don't feel so cut up about it, Mr. member aright—but the anathematizhas been duly appointed administrator of the
Key to the Paulrr,
Put into a graniteware or enameled Skemer," said Miss Roxley, after reject- ing ability of 318 Nlcene fathers Is a
estate of
ar« worse, sometimes, than none.
AMELIA A. PAINE, late of Canton,
No. 351.—Syncopations: 1. First, fiat. saucepan one pound of granulated sugar, ing him. "I'm not the first girl you much more appalling idea, and there
In the
of Oxford, deceased, and given
4. and one cupful of rich milk or cream. ever loved, nor, I venture to say, am I
3. Marry, Mary.
Don't neglect nature's warning. bond· County
All persons having 2. Bread, brad.
Is a ludicrous contrast between fids
as the law directs.
the estate of said deceased are Stair, stir.
When this is hot add two ounces of likely to be the last."
demands
against
terrible but vague i>enalty and the very
If your eyes tire, they call for
"but
Stir
desired to present the same for settlement, and
chocolate.
he
disconsolately,
unsweetened
sighed,
"No,"
No. 352.—Zoological Acrostic: RM- grated
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payprosaic and familiar offense.—MacmllWhen you're the richest."
tests with modern ment
A few
1. Rattlesnake. 2. Hedgehog. constantly to prevent burning.
noceros.
Immediately.
lan's Magszine.
Coutinue
of
butter.
ounce
an
L.
PAINE.
add
ORSON
Nov. 13th, 1904.
5. Oyster. boiling
4. Newt.
3. Icheijeumon.
instruments reveal the exact condiNO MORE SUFFERING.
until a small portion, if put into
notice.
7. Elk. 8. Hat. 0. Owl. 10. cooking
Camel.
C.
Thrimblnar Trollop».
becomes
tion of your eyesight.
a saucer,
sugary on being
If you are troubled with indigestion
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has Seal.
suffiWhen
Anthony Trollope's early
a teaspoon.
Cure
During
with
Kodol
rubbed
of
bottle
a
Dyspepsia
get
Don't neglect your most impor· been duly appointed administrator of the
No. 353.—Charade: Pig-tail.
estate of
ciently cooked remove from the fire and and see how quickly it will cure you. days in the postofflce It was the cuslate
of
MARY S. GRAY,
Denmark,
tand aense.
No. 354.—Prefixes: 1. Prove, improve. beat until the mixture begins to thicken, Geo. A. Thomson, of Spencer, la., says: tom for the junior clerks to take turns
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
immaterial.
then quickly stir in chopped walnuts "Have had Dyspepsia for twenty years. In the wuitlng room to answer quesbonds as the law directs. AU persons having 2. Material,
Kodol tions. One
and almonds. Then poqr into a butter- My case was almost hopeless.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
No. 355.—A Flight of Stairs:
day, wlien Trollope was
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ed tin and set aside to harden. When Dyspepsia Cure was recommended and I on
duty, a young woman came to make
D
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pays τ α κ
into
the
is
it
mark
it
and
eoft
of
still
squares.
only some
used a few bottles
ment Immediately.
complaint, and she went away
Α Κ A Β
thing that has relieved me. Would not much displeased and upset by what
Paris. Nov. 15th, 190».CHARLES O. PENDEXTER.
CHOCOLATE CARAMELS.
6 Pleasant
A Β L Κ
0
with
doctored
τ
Have
it.
be without
LEAN
she considered to be the gross rudeFour cupfuls of granulated sugar, one local
physicians and also at Chicago, and
NOTICE.
ANON
of molasses, one-half cupful of even went to
ness with which she had been treated
of
with
cupful
hopes
get0
Norway
°
Ο Ν C Κ
The subscriber lierebr gives notice that she
water and one-half cake of chocolate
some relief, but Kodol Dyspepsia by him.
ting
lias been duly appointed administratrix of the
C Κ D Κ
mixture
the
until
these
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- estate of
grated. Boil
Next day, Trollope being again on
Cure is the only remedy that has done
D Κ Α Η
Ρ
hardens on a spoon in cold water and me
ADDISON TIRRELL, late of Pari·,
lock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any good, and I heartily recommend waiting room duty, two stalwart young
and
of
deceased,
a
of
of
in
the
Oxford,
given
County
milk,
piece
No. 350.—Bird Puzzles : Cockatoo. then add one cupful
it. Every person suffering with Indiges- men ap(>eared, and, ltaving ascertainany R. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel, bonds as the law directs. All persona having
butter the size of an egg, and three tea- tion or
the coming year.
demands against the estate of aahl deceased are Canary.
Dyspepsia should use it." Sold ed that they were In the company of
until
Boil
vanilla.
of
and
again
E. W. PENLIY, West Parte.
desired to present the same for settlement,
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
No. 357.—Dlagonnl: In Memoriam. spoonfuls
by
to make paythe clerk who had been In attendance
into
are
thereto
Indebted
then
tins,
all
and
requested
hardens
pour
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
2. De- this
Crosswords—1. Decimalism.
ment Immediately.
shut
>
it about an inch thick.
Dr. Quack- there 011 the previous day, they
making
After
and
NETTIE P. TIRRELL.
Before
Taking.
May 30, 1904.
Nov 13th, 1904.
Decolor4.
Decleusion.
moniacal. 3.
the medicine I the door and proceeded to give A. T.
say
CANDIE8.
FRENCH
um,
you
ley—Ah,
7.
ize. 5. Decorously. 0. Defamatory.
hasn't stopped the chills! Did a most severe thrashing. The pair toGet A No. 1 confectioner's sugar if prescribed
Decerptlon. S. Diminution. 0. Invocashake well before taking?
gether completely overpowered the fuBreak
the
you
two
about
pounds.
possible,
tion. 10. Invitation.
and afterward, too. ture novelist, whom they Informed,
Dummager—Tes,
take
in
a
tumbler,
of
two
whites
eggs
Munificent
Definitions:
358.
No.
when they had sufficiently chastised
the same measure of cold water; then
Mediator.
WHILE THERE IS LIFE THERE IS blm, that this was punishment for his
a deep dish and
into
both
turn
from
together
If a man eats two pounds daily, near two pounds daily must in some way pass
HOPE.
insolence to the young woman who
add a scant tablespoonful of vanilla,
MOTHERS BE CAREFUL
his body, or disease and a premature death is a speedy and inevitable result. The
it
could hid called at the office on the previous
with
after
the
catarrh;
in
afflicted
stir
was
sifting
then
I
sugar,
to
the
of- the health of your children. Look I
food that is eaten must contain the elements necessary to supply nutriment
it forms a thick dough. Have neither taste nor smell and could hear day and who was their sister.—Westthe bowels.
out for Coughs, Colds, Croup and Whoop- until
system and free from all substances that bind
walnuts in halves, al- but little. Ely's Cream Balm cured it. minster Gazette.
ing Cough. Stop them in time—One ready English or
pieces of figs, as you —Marcus G. Shautz, Rahway, N. J.
Minute Cough Cure is the best remedy. monds, dates,
of the sugar dough
Cream Balm reached me safely and
The Pint Atlantic Cable.
Harmless and pleasant. Sold by F. A. like. Take pieces
half a walnut on each side. Roll the effect is surprising. My son says
and
put
Co.
Shurtleff A
The
original 1858 cuble weighed ninewhen
relief.
and
decided
balls
some of the dough into
the first application gave
pounds per mile and had a conty-three
chooolate
melted
Respectfully,
w
Mrs. Kuicker—"So you want yourl hardened drop into
of
seven copper wires of twenH.
reductor
Ν.
then
until
Dover,
roll
about
covered,
Mrs. Franklin Freeman,
husband to give you something he has and
of deep
move fusing two silver forks for the
The Balm does not irritate or cause ty-two and a half gauge; price
made himself?"
paper and stand in sneezing. Sold by druggists at 60 cents sea wire per mile, |200; price of spun
Mrs. Bocker—"Yes; about $500."
purpose) to atowaxed
harden. Cover almonds or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren yarn and iron wire per mile, $265; cost
a cool place
or bits of figs with the dough and roll in Street, New York.
of outside coating of tar and gutta
Remove the microbes which impovergranulated sugar. Chop up any kind of
percha, $25 per mile; total cost per
ish the blood and circulation.
Stops all | nuts, mix with some of the dough, roll
There is nothing that makes a woman mile, $485. At $4S5 per mile the total
trouble that interferes with nutrition. out and cut in
Cocoanut
may more
squares.
indignant with a man than for him cost of the 2,500 miles of deep eea wire
That's what Hoi lis ter's Rocky Mountain I be used in the same
way.
to be able to worry about business when was
Tea or tablet
will
35
Tea
do.
cents.
$1,212,500. To this add twentylatrimunt
waste
removed,
NOUGAT.
if eaten daily there will be a daily action ft the bowels;
the baby has a new tooth.
form. Orin Stevens: F. A. Shurtleff A
five miles of "shore end" wire, costing
retained. It's Nature s food for man. Served hot or cold.
and
of
one
Boil
sugar
pound
Co.
together
§1,4G0 per mile, and we find that the
one-half a cupful of oold water until a
first ocean cable, exclusive of instruto Mother·.
Important
when
dropped
"We can trace many of our sins to I little of it becomes brittle
bottle of 0ASTORIA,
ments, cost $1,2Γ;0,000.
carefully
evaiy
the
after
stir
not
Adam," said the break rut philosopher, [ in cold water. Do
and children,
tin and s safe sod aara matdj for Infanta
MV*amit*r4<m
"but there is one that we cannot."
sugar melts. Butter a shallow
The Bye of a Jellriafc.
and aae that it
A-*
with
blanched
ttery packao*.
"What may that bef" asked the hat 1I cover the bottom closely
The eye of a Jellyfish Is so primitive
of
kernels
the
pecan
hickory,
almonds,
Flavoring KxtrsuNk clerk.
Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious
that we can hardly say whether it sees
of cocoanut
"Walking around with hands in our and hazel nuts, thin strips of
ahlresi
ft— fe
Milled
etc.
Dr feels—that Is. when a floating JollyFeed
tfce
bits
ter
atoned
using
and
figs,
eseelle·!
reset,*»
76
dates,
k eesfc hesfc eeeteleieg
split
pocket·."
fifth begins to sink below the surface
When the candy is done add to It a la XJaa For Over SO Yaara.
tlL
Ibe Kind Tot Bm Always ftmgfet.
of lemon juice and pour It
* PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago,
of the water as the shadow of an adIf you haven't time to prepare Hollis- tablespoonful
the nuts and fruit. Mark in strips
vancing ship falls upon it it Ifl probater's Rocky Mountaia Tea, it Is now over
when cool.
affected by the sensation of darkmade in tablet form also. Qet a package or squares
A Womanly Accomplishment—"My bly
CHOCOLATE CANDY.
the pressure of the
all ready to use. Make· you well; keeps
wife has developed a fondness for writ· ness, but perhaps
Orin Steven·;
35 cents.
wave has something to do
▼on
of molasses and one of
one
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Grateful Praise

Λο Animal Story Per
Utile Polks

bacteria that have been definitely identi- chat with her husband.
fied with specific diseases, it has never
Then old Pete waa hooked to the plow
that
been satisfactorily demonstrated
and started on a furrow. He went
the
and
not
are
the
cause,
product,
they
straining nt the
in snch cases. Although some facts are two or three yards,
and pulling it along bravely:
in
known
plow
yet
baoteriology,
positively
the conclusions drawn from them are
mainly conjectural, and in this, as in
other fields, it is not at all unlikely that

rulee tor u.

MAPLE

line nickname to a grain. 13. Change
seized to a coxy corner.
The Initials of the words before they
are changed will spell the mime of an
American famous In war. The Initials
of the words after they are changed
will spell the name of an American fa-

by t. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

good

two

οί tartar.

Prepared by K. 0. OeWITT * 00., OHIOAOO.

ate·, which aeils for SO cents.

are

ΟΒ,ΤΛΒϊηΙ»—

3U3.—Chanced Heads.
word Into another/ by
Exampla:
changing the tirst letter.
Change an indentation Into to utter.

Sola

here

300. m—tfted Rfbaici.

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervous·
headache, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
o( the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures Indigestion.
ery represents the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined wjth the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the muoous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Bail ef fUwrwood. W. V*.. mrtrI wu troubled with aour stomach for twenty year·.
Kodol cured me and we are now uslni It to milk
for baby."
Kodol Digests What You Eat.
Bottteeoaly. S 1.00 SU· holdtnf 2% times the trial
no—,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Ho.

retraced; many ingenious and promising theories abandoned. It should be
borne in mind that microscopic life is, in
the main, beneficent to humanity; that
the varieties associated with disease are
comparatively few, by comparison with
the others, and, that in the case of the
be
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dered.

rest at
in the

night, arising

known Doan's Kidney Pills to fail."

ebarçc,

ï5^&s?52s:,,es

him.
move and knew a
I taw a
wu there.
drove into the
The
he wanfrom ble
Many a

through my
pain
loins and limbs that
I could not stoop
or
up
straighten
without great pain,
had difficulty in setting about and was

Kidney Pills relieved me so quickly
aud so thoroughly that I gladly made a
statement to that effect for publication.
This was in Ι&β, and during the six
years which have elapsed I have never

Designs
» » »
Copyrights Ac.
and
nkeK-h
a
description may
Anyone lendtn*
M

88·.—Revenais.
In yonder
you will find your
th· man who came to
He
No.

severe

out. The kidney secretions wed
irregular and deposited a heavy sediDoctors treated me for rheument.
matism, but failed to help me. I lost
all confidence in medicine, but. Doan's

Patents
handaomely'.llnntrated weekly,

%

a

worn

EXPERIENCE

A
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such

morning

BO YEARS'

tptcial

was

V-,

ι

g^ussa»»«"^"—

aching back.

cause.

to close out odd patterns and clean

Corner Main and Danforth

care an

The pains 6f rheumatism.
The tired-out feelings,
Tou most reach the spot—get at the

Carpets

Wool

The Mlcrob^Cras·.
Prof. Norton says: There is greet danger of the bacteriological craze lending
its devotee· In a quagmire, from which
extrication will be difficult if not imwithout lois of prestige. The
possible
How Christmas Candle» C»« be. earnest investigators are prone, in their
enthusiasm, to take too much for grantMade at Home.
I
the
to
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